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1982

CULTURE & COMICS
Baxter Paper, Mini- and Maxi-Series, and a Movie or Two

H

ere’s the thing about ink and
paper. The texture and colour
of the paper affect how ink is
absorbed. On the old pulp paper which
readers and collectors of American
comics had been used to since the 1930s,
ink sinks in and so bright colours are
slightly dulled. Publishers regarded their
products as throwaway and very few
would have predicted the rise and size of
the collectors’ market, so the quality of
the paper was not regarded as important.
Price no doubt was the main
consideration in order to keep down the
price of the final product. Old comics are
very difficult to get in anything
approaching mint condition because the
paper deteriorates unless you look after it
very very well.
But in 1982, DC Comics discovered
Baxter paper. This is a heavier, acid-free,
very white paper. This kind of stock
would last for many years and would be
sure to appeal to collectors who wanted
their comics to keep their look and value.
Unfortunately, DC management
neglected to have a word with their
colorists (American spelling). The
colours are not absorbed as much and so
the traditional color (!) palettes look
absolutely garish on Baxter paper. DC
also neglected to issue sunglasses with
the new books, but they did not neglect
to charge more. This is somewhat akin to
Ron Perelman’s forcing all those
expensive covers onto Marvel’s output in
the late ‘80s. Just before Archie Goodwin
left Marvel, he remarked to me that

Perelman (who had made a lot of money
selling cosmetics) was “going to give us
scratch-and-sniff X-Men comics next”.
DC did not go to that extreme, but did
Baxter make the stories any better?
Camelot 3000 was a very important
milestone in at least three ways: it was
printed on Baxter paper; it was
deliberately structured as a 12-issue
maxi-series, prefiguring the popularity of
graphic novels; it featured the artwork of
the UK’s Brian Bolland. It was Dick
Giordano who started the regular visits of
DC staff to the UK. They were interested
in doing collaborations, such as Judge
Dredd/Batman – indeed Alan Moore had
already written a proposal and had

... Wes Craven,
better known for
A Nightmare on Elm
Street, The Last
House on the Left,
and Scream, left his
usual comfort zone
to write and drect
Swamp Thing.

suggested that Bolland should draw it.
Negotiations for that fell through at the
time and we had to wait until 1988 for
The Killing Joke to see these two masters
on Batman. But DC were also interested
in getting the creators of 2000AD to work
for them under far better contracts than
they would ever dream of in the UK.
Dave Gibbons and Brian Bolland, both
big DC fans since childhood, were the
first to bite the big apple. Bolland talks
about how delighted he was to be
drawing the cover of Green Lantern in
the 2000AD documentary Future Shock!
But with Camelot 3000, Bolland had an
entire 12 books by himself. And the
trickle of UK artists and writers to
America became a deluge.
The Phantom Zone was a mini-series.
Given that Steve Gerber was the writer,
you just knew it would be interesting.
Add some atmospheric artwork by Gene
Colan and you have a winner. Superman
is trapped in the Zone, surrounded by
villains. What more do you need?
Speaking of zones, Wes Craven, better
known for A Nightmare on Elm Street,
The Last House on the Left, and Scream,
left his usual comfort zone to write and
direct Swamp Thing. There was no CGI
at the time and the monster is a guy in a
zip-up suit. But it did feature Adrienne
Barbeau as Alice Cable, so it did have
something to recommend it. The movie
was very well received on cable TV and
on VHS. [History lesson: that’s an old
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analogue video format like dvd except in
quality and size. The cassettes were an
inch thick. Apparently people are
collecting VHS again. Maybe flares will
come back!]
Martin Pasko was assigned to do a new
Swamp Thing comic and so there
appeared Saga of the Swamp Thing. Alan
Moore (those Brits again!) would replace
Pasko as writer and his mature horror
tales would lead to Karen Berger’s
Vertigo line and some of the best comics
DC ever published.
Firestorm had been a victim of DC’s
crash in 1978, but here he was back again
with a new #1. Also back in her own
comic was Supergirl. She had debuted in
1962, returned for a mere 10 issues in
1972, and would last 23 issues in this
latest series.
Roy Thomas had left Marvel in 1974
and, since his old nemesis Mort
Weisinger had left DC, Thomas felt he
could now safely work there. Captain
Carrot was a quirky little series which
debuted as an insert in Teen Titans #16.
Scott Shaw’s quirky artwork helped to
lead the character to his own 20 issue
series.
Also quirky was Ambush Bug (from
DC Presents #52). When you realise it
was created by Keith Giffen you just
know you will want to read it.
While DC’s tie up with the UK’s IPC
would have to wait awhile, their
collaborations with Marvel continued in
X-Men & Teen Titans. This cost $2 – yes,
at the time, that was considered
expensive... Two of the most popular
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teams in American comics vs Darkseid,
Kirby’s big DC success. You can’t lose.
Chris Claremont was the writer and Walt
Simonson the artist. It was “One of the
most well-received crossovers of its time
– or of any time for that matter”, as it
states unequivocably in DC Comics Year
by Year.
You will notice this also about 1982.
The distinctions between DC, Marvel,
UK Comics are not clear any longer.
Characters can meet each other. Creators
are crucially important. Which is a good
place to start talking about Warrior.
Dez Skinn, like him or not, has quite a
CV in UK comics. He created House of
Hammer and the Sci-Fi magazine
Starburst. He was the editor of the UK
edition of Mad Magazine. Stan Lee in
1978 appointed him head of Marvel UK
and while there he created Dr Who
Weekly and Hulk Weekly. Dr Who had
work by John Wagner and Pat Mills, art
by Dave Gibbons and others. And Hulk
Weekly had the magnificent Night Raven
with art by David Lloyd. Then in 1982,
Dez launched Warrior, the single most
important UK magazine of its time.
The first issue had The Spiral Path by
Steve Parkhouse (he of Resident Alien),
Prester John by Steve Moore and John
Bolton, Father Shandor by Steve Moore
and John Bolton (which originally
appeared in House of Hammer), and
Laser Eraser and Axel Pressbutton by
Pedro Henry and Steve Dillon (from
Sounds magazine). But there was more.
Dez wanted a link with the history of
UK and American comics, so he got in
touch with Mick Anglo, the creator of

Marvelman. Due to ongoing legal battles
between DC Comics and Fawcett
Publications, the supply of reprint
material to Len Miller’s British
publishing house for Captain Marvel
suddenly disappeared. Mick Anglo
explains how the good captain evolved
into Marvelman: “In the last of the
[Captain] Marvel titles, we announced
that Captain Marvel and Captain Marvel
Junior were so well known as Marvelmen that in future they would be known
by the titles Marvelman and Young
Marvelman ... There was no hitch, no
hiatus. The new titles were greeted with
increased sales...” Little did Dez realise at
the time that his decision to revive this
British character would get involved in its
own terrible legal tangle. But that was in
the future. Warrior #1 had A Dream of
Flying by Alan Moore and Garry Leach.
It was really quite wonderful. One of the
best debuts of a superhero story ever.
And then there was V...
Nightraven by Steve Parkhouse, David
Lloyd, and John Bolton was something to
really look forward to in Hulk Weekly.
Dez Skinn wanted such a 1930s pulp
adventure strip in Warrior and Lloyd
suggested Alan Moore as writer. But...
Dave Lloyd did not want to do all the
research necessary to be able to draw
“one more model ’28 Dusenberger”. So,
how to get the best of pulp without
setting it in the past? “It struck me,” said
Alan Moore, “that it might be possible to
get the same effect by setting the story in
the near future ... Dave and Dez both
liked the idea, and so we were off.” (See
Warrior #17 for the complete story.)
Now because this was 1982 and British
creators were listening to the appealing
idea of better contracts in America, and

because the strips in Warrior would be
creator owned, it is hardly a surprise that
V for Vendetta would end up at DC
Comics. Warrior made great use of pulp
paper (Baxter? What’s that?) and
stunning Black and White artwork, but
DC wanted their version in colour, sorry
color. All it needed was the correct
palette and that is what it got. It has
never been out of print.
Pssst! from Never-Artpool was an
attempt to get a British public to accept a
European style full-colour magazine like
Metal Hurlant, but the particular team of
talent on that great French magazine
would be difficult to assemble from
scratch. It was great to see Angus McKie’s
strips and to see Luther Arkwright
continue, but the British public wanted
their comics cheap and on cheap paper.
The Pssst! experiment didn’t last. David
Lloyd had submitted to them
Falconbridge, but their editorial rejected
it. Alan Moore felt that Lloyd had
something in this strip and its style
influenced V, so nothing need go to
waste.
There was an attempt to launch a new
version of Eagle. Eagle was a beautiful
looking, if rather staid, photogravure
production with wonderful full painted
artwork by the likes of Frank Bellamy;
this new version was an attempt to do
another 2000AD and not even on Baxter
paper. Colin MacNeil summed up this
kind of thinking when he said, “Anyone
can make a comic – there’s only one
2000AD.” ‘Nuff said.
One big movie of the year that led to a
terrific comic was Bladerunner. Philip K.
Dick never lived to see the theatrical
release of Ridley Scott’s adaptation of Do

Androids Dream of Electric Sheep, but
the film was the first in a whole series of
adaptations of Dick’s work.
Marvel got the rights to do the
adaptation and produced it in several
different editions including a UK
hardback annual and a deluxe American
edition with a cover by Steranko. Marvel
assigned the adaptation to the right
people: Archie Goodwin had adapted
Alien in 1979 and Al Williamson is one of
EC’s most respected science fiction
artists. Adaptations are often not worth
having, but this one is.
[Warren Ellis and I wanted to do a
whole Philip K. Dick magazine, but
Dick’s 5 ex-wives were so convinced
everything, even a lowly magazine, was
worth millions of dollars. Dick’s literary
executor, Paul Williams, met me in
London and explained the situation. I did
not even have one million in my pocket,
so Warren and I had to abandon our plan
and Warren went on to do
Transmetropolitan instead.]
Marvel started their series of A4
graphic novels with Marvel Graphic
Novel #1, The Death of Captain Marvel
by Jim Starlin. It was unusual to reprint
books in those days, but this momentous
event was reprinted 3 times.

Mutants. Why have one group of mutants
when you can have more? Why have one
Spider-Man when you can have loads?
Why have one Captain Marvel – no,
forget it.
With all that happening in comics, it’s
a wonder anything at all happened in the
real world. Argentina surrendered the
Falklands to the British. Grace Kelly,
once Hitchcock’s favourite star before
she became Princess Grace of Monaco,
died as the result of a car accident. Sony
released their compact disc player and
never again did people pay attention to
their environment when walking along
the road. The EPCOT Centre opened in
Orlando. The Rubik’s Cube drove the
world crazy and many would end up
ripped apart when the owner could not
get all the colours to match. Time
Magazine’s cover featured as usual their
Man of the Year, except that it wasn’t a
man, but a computer. And we played out
the year to the sound of Michael
Jackson’s Thriller, the cover of which was
not printed on Baxter paper.
AUTHOR:
JOHN MCSHANE

For those who are confused by all
these Captain Marvels, lets add to the
mix by announcing that this year
introduced Monica Rambeau as yet
another one. I’m afraid a complete
history would be a long book, so we shall
leave the subject there.
The 4th Marvel Graphic Novel
featured the first appearance of The New
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Akira

Camelot 3000 #1 'The Past and Future King'

Captain Britain in Marvel
Superheroes # 386, 387 & 388

By Katsuhiro Otomo
Serialised in Young Magazine,
published by Kodansha (Japan)

Written by Mike W. Barr,
Pencils by Brian Bolland, Inks by Bruce D.
Patterson, Colours by Tatjana Wood,
Letters by John Costanza
DC Comics (USA)

Written by Alan Moore, Art by Alan Davis,
Letters by Jenny O'Connor.
Marvel UK (UK)

The most influential Manga in the
world? Very probably. Certainly Akira
did more to bring Manga to the
attention of the world than any other –
and that’s without the addition of the
1998 Anime. A fabulous cyberpunk
saga that was so influential on nearly
all sci-fi and dystopian Manga that
followed it. Breathtaking in scope, full
of incredible action, and with Otomo's
masterful control of the art, this is an
essential read for any comics fan.
Set in the post-war Neo-Tokyo, a
sprawling, futuristic metropolis built
on the ashes of Tokyo destroyed by the
mysterious blast that triggered World
War III, Akira focuses on two gang
members, Tetsuo and Kaneda, and the
changes to their lives and the whole of
Neo-Tokyo that take place when
Tetsuo's psychic powers are triggered,
something that could lead to the
destruction of Neo-Tokyo and awaken
the mysterious Akira.
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Important for so many reasons –
DC’s first big Direct Market project, its
first really prestigious limited series,
Brian Bolland's first major work in the
US... all resulting in a pitch-perfect
updating of the Athurian legend by
Barr and Bolland.
In a London beset with alien
invaders in the year 3000, young Tom
Prentice is hiding out in the crypt of
King Arthur - who awakens and sets
about rebuilding the Knights of the
Round Table, Merlin, Excalibur, the
whole thing.
Bolland's art is just incredible here,
probably down to his working in
incredibly tight pencils because he
wasn't too keen on being inked. But the
whole project is a real beaut as well, an
important precursor to everything that
DC became in the 80s.

11 pages was all it took to establish Alan
Moore and Alan Davis’ Captain Britain as the
greatest Marvel comic I’d ever read.
Anyway, readers had already seen Captain
Britain return, as written by Dave Thorpe and
drawn by Davis back in 1981's Marvel
Superheroes #377, (something we'll be covering
in the 1981 History of Comics.) Having
introduced many of the characters and concepts
that would go on to define these greatest of
times for the Captain - The Crazy Gang,
Saturnyne, and most importantly of all, Mad Jim
Jaspers – Thorpe found himself and editorial
going in different direction. So, with issue 386,
Thorpe bowed out and in came a certain Alan
Moore on the final page of issue 386.
In just the remaining 11 pages, he completely
blew away what had gone before - things got
very strange and very brilliant very quickly Mad Jim's reality warp, the unstoppable killing
machine The Fury, Cap's sidekick Jackdaw
getting killed off brutally in issue 387. And then
the unthinkable happened. By the end of 388,
Moore swept everything away for a clean start in
Daredevils #1 (1983) with the episode ending
with a broken Captain Britain over an empty
grave, a final blast from the fury and it was done.
Captain Britain was dead. And that is how I
realised Alan Moore was a genius.

YOU HAVE TO OWN
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Daredevil #181 – ‘Last Hand’ The Death of Elektra
Written by Frank Miller, Pencils by
Frank Miller and Klaus Janson, Inks and
Colours by Klaus Janson, Letters by Joe
Rosen. Marvel Comics (USA)
Miller had been working on Daredevil
since 1979's issue #158, taking over
writing as well as art with issue #168. By
the time issue #181 came around, he'd
made the character more popular than
ever and given it all a darker feel - never
more so in this first run than the events
of this issue, with the shocking death of
Elektra at the hands of the unstoppable,
never misses assassin Bullseye.
The double-sized issue gave Miller and
Janson far more room to give us a tense,
slow-build story, starting with a
brooding, psychopathic Bullseye
escaping from Rykers and getting to
New York where he stalks and then
engages Elektra in a fight to the death,
with Bullseye using Elektra's own sai to
deliver the death blow. After a finale with
a devastated Daredevil and Bullseye
practically dancing across the rooftops
and telephone wires, we're left with a
hero triumphant yet broken.
It's a tense, brutal story, full of the sort
of beautiful set pieces of explosive
choreographed violence, page after page
flowing with a near-balletic grace.
Miller's finest hour on a comic that was
consistently great.

06
Judge Dredd: The Apocalypse
War (2000 AD Progs 245-267,
269-270)
Written by John Wagner and Alan Grant,
Art by Carlos Ezquerra, Letters by Tom
Frame and Steve Potter.
2000 AD (UK)
The Apocalypse War was and is
one of the greatest Judge Dredd
stories of all time, running straight on
from the craziness of the previous
saga, Block Mania, where Judge
Dredd uncovered a Sov-fuelled plot
to destabilise Mega-City One. But
that was just the beginning, the
opening strike in a Sov attack that
sees nukes raining down on MC-1.
More than 400 million die in the
attack, the retaliatory MC-1 nukes
are destroyed by the Sov dimensional
force shield, and Dredd and his
fellow Judges are left fighting a
desperate and seemingly hopeless
guerrilla operation against the
invading Sov Judges. How Dredd
turns it round to finally beat the Sovs
and frees his city is still shocking, a
chilling reminder that Dredd was
never a hero, not in the writing of
Wagner and Grant at least.

05
Love And Rockets #1

By Jaime & Gilbert Hernandez
Fantagraphics (USA)
Although Los Bros Hernandez had
self-published a very early version of
Love and Rockets, it was with the
Fantagraphics magazine version that
one of the most original comics there's
ever been really took shape, reworking
the earlier version into something far
better, but still a long way off the
incredible heights that Los Bros would
take the comic to.
Between Jaime's Locas and Gilbert's
Heartbreak Soup, their two main
ongoing projects, you'll find a work of
incredible intensity, capable of being
transformative, shocking,
heartbreaking and every other
emotion in between. And that's
without commenting on the artistic
brilliance at play from both brothers.
This first issue, with all many of weird
and wonderful, including giant
monsters and space mechanics, is
perhaps a far cry from where Love and
Rockets would go, but it's still an
essential read, the first steps towards a
work of art.
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Nausicaä of the Valley of the Wind
(Kaze no Tani no Naushika)

Warrior #1

By Hayao Miyazaki
Tokuma Shoten (Japan)

Anthology - edited by Dez Skin
Quality Communications (UK)

The Manga that led to the creation of Miyazaki's Studio
Ghibli, Nausicaä of the Valley of the Wind is a beautifully
realised environmental fable on a post-apocalyptic Earth, all
against a backdrop of war and struggle. Drawing from
Japanese and European mythology, as well as fantasy and scifi from the likes of Le Guin and Tolkein, we follow young
Nausicaä, princess of one of the many Kingdoms, as she finds
herself and her world engulfed in war and threatening
environmental disaster.
It truly is a beautiful thing, Miyazaki's art so sumptuous,
his story dense and multi-layered, epic in its scale and
themes, lauded justifiably as one of the great Manga serials of
all time, with sales of more than 17 million copies.

Warrior can easily be described as one of the most
important UK comics of the entire ‘80s; such was the
impact it had. Editor Dez Skinn had already had successes
with revamping Marvel UK in the late '70s, along with his
own House of Hammer magazine. He'd seen the talent in
British comics and knew he could make a brand-new
anthology to match, or exceed the success of 2000 AD. So,
assembling a mix of brilliant creators he'd already worked
with (David Lloyd, Steve Moore, Steve Parkhouse, John
Bolton, Steve Dillon), established artists including Brian
Bolland and Dave Gibbons, and new young talent such as
Alan Moore, Garry Leach, and Alan Davis, he put
together Warrior.
Yes, it will be best remembered for Moore & Lloyd's V
For Vendetta and Moore, Leach & Davis' Marvelman
revamp (bringing the character back for the first time
since 1963), but the magazine as a whole was a hotbed of
incredible talent and great strips.
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When The Wind Blows

Wolverine #1

By Raymond Briggs
Hamish Hamilton (UK)

Written by Chris Claremont, Pencils by Frank Miller,
Inks by Josef Rubenstein, Colours by Glynis Wein,
Letters by Tom Orzechowski
Marvel Comics (USA)

When The Wind Blows is Raymond Briggs
heartbreaking and horrifying tale of nuclear
devastation, as seen through the lives of the
sweet and doomed old couple, Hilda and Jim
Bloggs.
It was Briggs’ anger at the government's
ineffectual and pointless propaganda in their
'Protect and Survive' pamphlets and their ilk
that spawned this work, something that remains
incredibly powerful and shocking to this day.
Already known as a brilliant comic artist, When
The Wind Blows, with its mix of sentiment and
horror, making a strong political statement in
the most effective way, made critics and readers
recognise Briggs as a comics master.

It’s almost impossible to think now but back in the '80s this was
the first time Marvel's most popular character had appeared
outside either the X-Men or occasional guest appearances.
And as first solo adventures go, this one's a classic. Claremont
writes and Miller draws a story that takes Wolvey from the Rockies
to Japan, in search of love and honour in a four-issue series that
redefined the character in the midst of some beautifully executed
scenes of mayhem.
As you'd expect for such a pivotal comic, this one has a record
sale of $17,000 for a 10.0 grade - putting it in the top 10 most
valuable comics of the decade.

‘It looks like there’s going to be a war, dear.’
'God Almighty, ducks, there's only three minutes left.'
'Oh dear, I'll just get the washing in.'
THE HISTORY OF COMICS
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n Marvel UK “Not the World Cup”
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COMIC
MUSEUM
Comic artefacts, memorabilia and fandom

A

ll football fans have a first world
cup that they remember. For me
it was the 1982 world cup in
Spain, this was probably because I
somehow conflated the idea of going on a
2 week Summer holiday to Spain with the
possibility of watching the actual football.
In the end the closest I got to seeing a
football kicked in anger was the World
Cup 82 Ladybird book. Ladybird weren’t
the only company cashing in on all things
to do with Naranjito (the mascot) and
England’s undefeated team (managed by
Ron Greenwood). Marvel UK however
weren’t one of those lucky license
holders, undeterred though they still put
out a comic to celebrate the tournament.
Their self-styled “Not the world cup”
comic was only 36 pages long, but was
only 50p, and sported a ( John Higgins)
cover with Kevin Keegan giving a very
angry bull a very nervous look – the bull
being angered by the football which is
deflating slowly on one of his horns.
In amongst all the silly captions of
footballers doing silly things and looking
generally silly there in one particular
nugget that stands out for me. This is the 3
page comic strip (just called ‘Not the
world cup’) – it’s drawn by ace illustrator
Barrie Mitchell (who’s drawn plenty of
football strips in his time) and written by
Alan Moore (who’s, er, not written many

football strips). For those of you whose
concept of Alan Moore is very much
based around him not being a humorous
writer – he has, after all, written the very
unfunny The Killing joke, From Hell, V
for Vendetta and Watchmen – the good
news is that there is plenty of his (early)
work that you’ve missed out on! You
should check out The Bojeffries Saga,
Maxwell the magic cat and, my particular
favourite, his work for 2000AD on D.R.
and Quinch. So the ‘Not the world cup’
strip comes from the period when Moore
was till writing for 2000AD and had yet to
make his indelible mark on US comic.
The set-up of the strip is that a British TV
programme (hosted by Ted
Drinkproblem) has invited a professional
football player (in this case Ricardo Del
Wolverine) on to pass on some soccer tips
to the viewers. Perhaps surprisingly
Ricardo, spends most of the strip
highlighting the art, as he puts it in his
thick Spanish accent, of “...the veescious
foul”. While football in the 2020s is a far
cry from the football of the 1980s you’d
probably still be surprised to learn some
of Ricardo’s favourite tactics. He suggests
going after the weakest player on the
pitch with (in this order) a piece of wood,
a stiletto knife (in case your opponent has
steel plates in his head and can thus
withstand the crashing blow from a lump

of wood), “...an ‘eavy duty industrial rockdreel” and, if all else fails, the
ever-dependable lightweight submachine gun. All in all, it’s quite a long
list, but certain to do the job.
Ricardo also notes that “...what the game
of football is all about, eh? Eet iz of course
about making money” – so tackling in the
2020s may be different to the 1980s but
some things remain the same. In the case
of Ricardo he likes to “...dreeble with
blahnding speed across the peetch”, in
fact he runs so fast that he leaves behind
him a trail of scorched earth that neatly
spells out “Drink Sleezy-Cola”. Like he
says though make sure you have signed a
contract before the game. Wise words
from Mr Del Wolverine there.
So I advise you all to reach back to the
depths of your football memory and, as
well as remembering England’s unbeaten
(but unsuccessful) run at the world cup,
you look out for Alan Moore and Barrie
Mitchell’s hilarious, but sadly unsung,
contribution to making football the game
it is today. Look out for it on eBay.
I am @richardandsheaf and I blog daily at
boysadventurecomic.blogspot.com
AUTHOR:
RICHARD SHEAF
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KATSUHIRO OTOMO'S

AKIRA

INFLUENTIAL, ESSENTIAL, A MANGA MASTERPIECE
It's hard to say that any one particular series is the definitive Manga series, as it's such a huge part of the comics
medium that’s given us so much, contributed so many incredible series, and pushed the medium forward well
before Western comics caught up. But if you were asking, it’s hard not to imagine that KATSUHIRO
OTOMO’s cyberpunk epic AKIRA would be at the top of many people’s list of the greatest Manga.

O

riginally serialised in Kodansha's
Young Magazine from December 20
1982 to June 25 1990, Akira is a huge
thing - 120 chapters, nearly 2200 pages long,
and spread across six big volumes. Telling a
truly epic saga of two young boys thrown into a
world of intrigue, secret military tests, psychic
powers, and a mysterious being capable of
destroying a city, Akira was revolutionary in its
scale, mindblowing in its accomplishments,
and quite simply beautiful in its execution.
You can consider it the moment Manga's
cyberpunk genre burst into life and it's a work
that overshadows everything it has influenced
ever since. And there have certainly been
plenty of imitators, plenty of works, Manga
and Western, that have been hugely influenced
by Akira, all full of the hyper-kinetic action, all
aping the visual splendour of Otomo's work
and mining the post-apocalyptic world for all
they're worth, but none have really captured
the public’s awareness in the same way that
Akira has – just show someone the image of
Kaneda on his beautiful futuristic bike or the
mutated body horror of Tetsuo and people will
recognise it as Akira. No, none of those
imitators can match the brilliance of the
original - and I doubt any ever will. It really
does sit there as the original and best of its
kind.
Alongside this, Akira was also instrumental in
bringing Manga to the West, with Marvel
Comics' translation and publication of a newly
coloured version under the Epic Comics
imprint being one of the first Manga to be
translated and published in North America
(from 1988). It's not overstating the case to say
that Akira was the work that introduced Manga
to an entire generation of Western readers and,
by extension, hugely influential on those
readers who in turn became comics writers
and artists.
And of course, the influence of Akira isn’t

limited solely to Manga either, as Otomo's
Akira also led to the groundbreaking and
hugely successful 1988 Anime, adapted and
directed by the author. And whilst Akira the
Anime may undoubtedly have been seen by
more people, a amazing post-apocalyptic
hyper-kinetic thriller with unforgettable
imagery - compared to the Manga, it's a mere
trifle. After all, how could 124 minutes of film,
no matter how good, even begin to approach
the intensity and ambitious scope of those near
2,200 pages of the six volumes of Akira the
Manga?
Born in April 1954, Katsuhiro Otomo went
straight from school to professional comics,
contributing short serials to Action Comics
Magazine and others for several years. By 1979,
Otomo gravitated towards longer serialised
works, including the sadly incomplete Fireball,
heavily influenced by Tezuka’s Astro Boy, all
about humans under the control of a supercomputer, named ‘Atom’ in homage to Astro
Boy. Then, in 1980, we got the first real
masterpiece from Otomo, Domu, serialised
from 1980 to 1982, sharing many
characteristics with the epic that was to follow
with Akira.
Initially though, Akira wasn’t going to be the
epic it became. When his publisher, Young
Magazine, came looking for a longer sci-fi
Manga, Otomo had something more smallscale in mind – telling Forbes in 2017, ‘I
remember from the first meeting with the
publisher for Akira that it would only be like
ten episodes or something like that, so quite
short and would be done quickly. So I really
wasn't expecting it to be a success at all when I
started it.’
And in coming up with the concept for Akira,
Otomo revisited both his previous works and
old influences, the most obvious of which has
to be Mistuteru Yokoyama’s children’s Manga
Tetsujin 28-go (Gigantor), where the storyline

of a secret military weapon found post war by
the main protagonist, a young boy, is readily
acknowledged by Otomo as being a basis for
Akira. Again from that Forbes interview – ‘The
grand plot for Akira is about an ultimate
weapon developed during wartime and found
during a more peaceful era. So the accidents
and story develop around that ultimate
weapon. If you know, Tetsujin 28-go then this
is the same overall plot.’
The setting of Akira draws on the experiences
of post-WWII Japan, and its complicated
relationship with war and particularly weapons
of mass destruction in the aftermath of the
bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Otomo
looked to the elements of Japan’s rebuilding
post-WWII, the competing political factions,
foreign influence, the uncertain future, and a
bored and reckless younger generation. But it
also has more of a personal connection, as he
told Stéphane Beaujean for Kaboom (FebApril 2016 issue,) - ‘Akira is the story of my
own teenage years, rewritten to take place in
the future. I never thought too deeply about
the two main characters as I made them; I just
projected how I was like when I was younger.
The ideas naturally flowed out from my own
memories.’
And the ideas certainly did flow and flow, the
initial concept of something 10 episodes or so
long morphed and expanded as Otomo
constructed something immense in scale, an
ambitious, complex, action-packed epic saga
that could only be realised by someone at the
height of his artistic mastery.
Akira takes place in a superbly futuristic NeoTokyo of 2030 AD, 38 years after the enormous
explosion that destroyed Tokyo and set off
World War III. Rebuilt, starkly beautiful, yet
always in the shadow of the destruction that
the city came from, Neo-Tokyo gives us the
backdrop to the lives of the young men who
will come to feature throughout Akira,
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disaffected, rebellious leader of his bike gang,
Kaneda, and his best friend, Tetsuo.
Just the first few episodes give you all you need
to really immerse yourself into the world of
Akira - and fall in love with it. Seeing Kaneda
and Tetsuo lead their biker gang out of the
futuristic marvel of the rebuilt city and into the
ruins of Old Tokyo, right to the epicentre of the
explosion, is an amazing introduction,
complete with those immediately recognizable
futuristic bikes of Otomo's imagination.
Suddenly, in the middle of the road, right in
Tetsuo's path, they come across a strangelooking childlike figure, causing Tetsuo to
crash, before vanishing. But that's merely the
introduction to what’s to come. Following this,
with beautiful detail and amazing
draughtsmanship, Otomo spins out an ever
more complex tale of a world on the brink, all
coming from that initial, devastating blast that
destroyed Tokyo. We're led into the political
and military machinations behind the scenes,
introduced to a shadowy military research
facility testing and controlling a series of
psychically active test subjects, one of whom
was the figure that caused Tetsuo's injuries.
And although it's Kaneda who's the hero of
sorts through Akira, it's Tetsuo's story that
drives us forward, unrelenting, action-packed,
thrilling, and beautifully rendered by Otomo.
The accident caused Tetsuo's own latent
telekinetic powers to be triggered, leading him
down a path of madness and seemingly
unstoppable power.
Into the almost impossibly fast-paced
storyline, there are complicated plots and subplots involving politics, the military, the quest
for power, friendships, relationships. We watch
Kaneda get more and more involved with
everything, finding himself wrapped up in
something beyond his understanding. Tetsuo,
meanwhile, is transformed over the course of
the tale into a true monster, his madness and
the mutations due to his blossoming powers
leading him into conflict with the Japanese
military behind the secret project - a project at
the heart of the destruction of Tokyo, led by
Colonel Shikishima. Slowly, surely, Tetsuo
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comes closer and closer to the mysterious
being only known as Akira, the almost Godlike being whose unleashed powers caused the
explosion that led to the war, a being the insane
Tetsuo seeks out to attempt to understand his
own almost uncontrollable powers.
A magnificent example of the skill, the
audaciousness, the dedication that went into
Akira comes in volume three, just about
halfway through the saga, where Otomo
destroys Neo-Tokyo in another massive
psychic explosion. This was something other
writers would surely have built up to for a
finale, but not Otomo. No, that would be too
predictable. Instead, he spends the remaining
three volumes developing his storyline and his
characters in the wake of the devastation,
leading to the stunning, action-packed climax
where everyone left alive come together in a
showdown that will decide the fate of not just
Tokyo but the world.
And it’s that double-page spread of the
explosion engulfing Neo-Tokyo that
epitomises Otomo’s genius and his dedication
to his craft. Otomo spent time and effort going
over and over the explosion, just to get the
sheer magnitude of what was happening onto
the page, using fine cross-hatching to gain the
effect that his editor thought could be achieved
just as well by painting it black and filling in
white lines. Again, from Stéphane Beaujean’s
Kaboom interview, Otomo describes why he
chose to do it that way – ‘I spent an entire
evening gradually blackening that sphere with
really thin lines. The editor was pretty alarmed
when he saw it, what with all the time it took.
But—while you can’t see it since it’s a full-view
depiction of the blast—there are millions of
lives being lost in this panel. If I wanted readers
to sense realism in the scene and feel just how
significant this event was, that work spent
covering it up in detailed black lines was
indispensable.’
Akira is a sprawling, epic adventure, with
Otomo adding more and more plot elements
and characters as they occurred to him, every
new idea creating another set of possibilities,
another thread of ideas for him to explore. But

despite Otomo continually expanding the
storyline and his characters, Akira holds
together so wonderfully well. There's the hand
of a master at play here, keeping control of all
of the sub-plots and the expanding cast of
rebels, politicians, the military, interventionist
Americans, the many different gangs of NeoTokyo, the terrorist factions, the psychics on
the loose, and all of the other mysterious and
marvelous forces at play. Otomo just spins out
his story, unwraps the mysteries and,
amazingly in a story that's so full of action and
rarely slows down to less than frenetic,
manages to bring us moments of great
character development and true emotion
amongst the chaos and sublime visual feast that
is Akira.
And it’s all done, let us not forget, at super
breakneck speed, Otomo never letting up on
the accelerator, whether he's painstakingly
laying out some of the most exciting motorbike
chase scenes you'll ever see in any media or
overseeing the destruction of Neo-Tokyo. His
intent with Akira was to ‘dig deeper into my
issues with speed and flow, polish my skills at
telling a story with the fewest words/sentences
possible, edit it to gain that sense of speed and
make people read it faster, and at the same
time make them stop cold at the important
scenes. I kept that sense of speed in mind with
the art itself as I drew it,’ (Again, from the
Kaboom interview.)
And in every sense, Otomo achieved that,
creating a masterpiece of speed and flow, a
hyper-kinetic adventure that leaves you
breathless, yet still allows the master storyteller
to develop characters and leave you spellbound
with the devastation.
In the end, Akira is a true masterpiece, an epic
saga, a post-apocalyptic spectacle of
storytelling and artwork that continues to
define what Manga is seen as, continues to
amaze with each new generation of readers
who discover it. Akira is simply one of those
comics that should be on everyone's list of
comics to read before you die
AUTHOR:
RICHARD BRUTON
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LOVE &
ROCKETS

One of the most important modern US comics of all time, Love and Rockets really
took off in 1982. Sure, brothers Gilbert, Jaime, and occasional contributor Mario had
already self-published the first issue 1981 but the series as we know it began when
Fantagraphics re-published it in magazine format from 1982.

T

he Hernandez Bros had sent
a copy to The Comics Journal
and Fantagraphics publisher
Gary Groth was, to say the least,
impressed, immediately publishing the
comic and continuing to publish Los
Bros Hernandez to this day.
That first issue, with its mix of strange
sci-fi, superheroes, slice of life, soap
opera and more may have been light
years away from what Love and Rockets
would become, but even those first
steps still mark the debut of two comic
talents who would go on to redefine
comics with their groundbreaking and
innovative work. Or, as Groth would go
on to summarise, in a retrospective look
back on Fantagraphics 1978-1984, 'Even
then, even with the science-fiction
trappings, it was about the
relationships, which were so
naturalistic. If you look back on it, there
really was nothing like it that had been
done in comics.’ ('Everything was in
season' - The Comics Journal.com, Dec
8 2016)
Gilbert and Jaime Hernandez’s tales,
full of magical realism and soap opera
elements, are just absolutely compelling
and eminently readable, notable for
being inclusive from the start, packed
with realistic and relatable female
characters, LGBTQ+ characters, Latinx

characters, just as they were surrounded
by in their lives. When they were
growing up in Southern California,
Gilbert and Jaime, along with older
brother and occasional Love and
Rockets contributor Mario, were
reading the standard US fare, Marvel,
DC, Archie, newspaper strips. Although
they’d been making comics through
their childhoods, the moment
something really clicked was when the
brothers started to realise they had
nothing of their lives, their experiences,
their culture in the comics they were
making. Or, as Jaime put it - ‘We'd be
doing all this cool stuff, hanging out,
going lowriding, cruising on Sunday
night. That stuff is fun. And I thought,
'How come we never put those in the
comics? I figured, “Why don't I change
this one Maggie character into a
Mexican girl.” It was one of those things
we noticed one day. The more we did
that the more we were able to put our
life into it.’ ( Jaime Hernandez talking to
SYFY Wire’s Dana Forsythe, 2019.)
Simply put, Los Bros Hernandez
revolutionised comics in the 80s, doing
things back then that seemed light years
from what was coming out from
established publishers, heralding what
would become known as a new age in
independent comics. They did, and

continue to do, things in comics that
few have attempted, even fewer have
been successful at, and no-one apart
from Los Bros have managed to
continue doing for four decades (as of
2022).
Jaime and Gilbert have spent a
lifetime chronicling their two main yet
separate projects, Locas ( Jaime) and
Palomar/The Luba Cycle (Gilbert),
with both brothers producing work of
incredible intensity, capable of being
transformative, shocking, heartbreaking
and every other emotion in between.
And although the comic began rooted
in science fiction and superheroes, with
the first few issues full of giant monsters
and space mechanics, they would
swiftly begin producing work that
would go far above anything else being
published.
Gilbert’s Palomar/Luba Cycle tells of
the fictional Latin American town of
Palomar, including the matriarch Luba
and her growing family. Jaime’s Locas
concentrates on a group of Latinx
friends in the fictional Californian town
of Hoppers. Both series are exemplars
of how comics can be, featuring a
diverse cast, female led, and LGBTQ+
positive. As the years have gone by both
Gilbert and Jaime have chronicled their
sagas in real-time, meaning that we get
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to share the lives of Luba, Maggie, Hopey
and the rest of their diverse, fascinating,
fully-formed cast, seeing them all grow
and mature, something that gives Love
and Rockets a depth and longevity like
no other comic series.
LOCAS – JAIME HERNANDEZ
Jaime’s main storyline throughout
Love and Rockets is Locas. Beginning as
something strangely sci-fi with a
superhero twist in the first few issues, it
swiftly transforms into an amazingly
realistic and incredibly powerful tale of
the lives, loves, and misadventures of a
group of friends in Hoppers, Jaime’s
fictional Californian town.
Focusing initially on Maggie
Chascarrillo and Hopey Glass, two
young, queer women with their on-again,
off-again relationship, it soon broadens to
encompass a wonderfully rich cast of
characters and stunning narratives,
creating a rich tapestry of life in modern
America, incorporating such diverse
elements as the LA punk-rock scene,
superstar wrestlers, and superhero
women.
Seeing Jaime’s development through
Locas is watching a genius evolve, his
storytelling is so subtle and effective, his
artwork so lush and gorgeous, simplicity
perfected, every emotion, all the
personality, every hint of body language
just masterful, and with a grasp of
narrative that can turn a story from
wacky and wonderful to heartbreaking in
just a few panels.
Following Maggie, Hopey, Ray, Penny,
Izzy, Speedy, Danita, Doyle, Rena and the
rest of Jaime’s Loca cast through the ups
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and downs of life from their turbulent 20s
through to middle-age, replete with
tragedies and triumphs, full of emotion
and expression, has been to see not just
one of the great American graphic novels
but one of the great modern American
novels take shape.
PALOMAR/LUBA – GILBERT HERNANDEZ
Gilbert’s Love and Rocket’s saga
initially takes place in his fictional Central
American town of Palomar before
moving to America and across the world.
Weaving an incredibly complex tale
through the day-to-day lives of Palomar’s
inhabitants, Gilbert’s Palomar is a heady
mix of real life struggles, family ties,
violence, sex, B-movies, politics, serial
killers, hitmen, and so much more. The
characters of Palomar, across several
generations, are rich and beautifully
realised, with his matriarchal force of
nature Luba dominating the storyline.
And it’s a storyline that never shies away
from more adult material and themes,
but never to titillate or thrill for the sake
of it, Gilbert’s far too great a storyteller
for that. Gilbert’s Palomar/Luba is a
fearless and powerful original work of
society and humanity, realised by a
master storyteller for the age.
More experimental in many ways that
Jaime, Gilbert’s Palomar showcases his
desire to change, to switch storytelling
methods, encompassing farce, comedy,
tragedy, whimsy, fantasy and everything
in between, with jumps in time
happening without warning, at times
moving into surrealism and strangeness,
exploring his fictional world with deft
skill. Throughout Palomar and Luba,
Gilbert never loses control of a massive

cast of characters and situations, his art
so easily and simply differentiating
between characters yet never resorting to
caricature, his dialogue always feeling
naturalistic and easy on the ear.
Artistically, just as with Jaime, seeing his
style refined and perfected over the years
has been revelatory, with his linework,
particularly in the inks, becoming thin
and more controlled and his use of
contrast across a black and white page is
almost unparalleled (and only then
because Jaime is right up there with
Gilbert.)
HOW TO READ LOVE AND ROCKETS
Los Bros Hernandez’s Love & Rockets
has been published across four volumes,
all from Fantagraphics, making it seem
difficult to decide quite where to start
and how deep you need to go to get the
full experience.
Beginning in 1982, you have 50 issues
of the magazinesized Volume 1 from 1982
to 1996. After five years away from their
world, Los Bros returned with Volume 2,
20 comic-formatted issues running from
2000 to 2007. Volume III, Love and
Rockets: New Stories was published
annually for eight volumes from 2008 to
2016. And finally, at the time of writing,
we have Love and Rockets Volume 4, a
return to the original magazine format
that began publication in 2016.
Over the years, these comics have been
collected in many different ways, many
different formats. But don’t let the huge
body of material put you off, it’s
remarkably easy to get into Love and
Rockets now – and certainly worth it.
The simplest way to begin is through the
Love and Rockets Library series. This

n Gilbert Hernandez artwork
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goes right back to 1982’s Love and
Rockets Vol. 1 and collects all of Jaime
and Gilbert’s Love and Rockets work
pretty much in chronological order,
splitting the brother’s work into their
own volumes, all beginning with Jaime’s
Maggie the Mechanic and Gilbert’s
Heartbreak Soup. It also includes the
Amor Y Cohetes volume with all of the
non-Locas and nonPalomar stories from
Love and Rockets Volume 1 and Comics
Dementia with all of Gilbert’s oddments
and one-shots.

LOVE AND ROCKETS THE ESSENTIAL COMIC SERIES OF THE 80s
(AND 90s, 00s, 10s, 20s...)
Influential, revolutionary, innovative,
trailblazing, unconventional, pioneering,
radical, you can simple keep throwing
platitudes at Los Bros and Love and
Rockets and there just wouldn’t be
enough to properly describe the import
of the comic and the creators.
Love and Rockets undoubtedly
transformed comics in the 80s in ways

that we’re still seeing now. It is a truly
unique body of work in modern comics.
However you read them, the work of
Jaime and Gilbert Hernandez is a
stunning example of the power of the
comics medium, wonderfully inclusive,
beautiful in execution, featuring strong,
realistic characters, you simply cannot
underestimate their importance in
modern comics.
AUTHOR:
RICHARD BRUTON

THE HERNANDEZ BROS LIBRARY
THE JAIME HERNANDEZ LOVE AND
ROCKETS LIBRARY – LOCAS

THE GILBERT HERNANDEZ LOVE AND
ROCKETS LIBRARY – PALOMAR/LUBA

Vol 1:

Maggie the Mechanic.

Vol 1:

Vol 2:

The Girl from H.O.P.P.E.R.S.

Heartbreak Soup
(Palomar Book 1).

Vol 3:

Perla la Loca.

Vol 2:

Vol 4:

Penny Century.

Human Diastrophism
(Palomar Book 2).

Vol 5:

Esperanza.

Vol 3:

Vol 1:

Chance In Hell.

Vol 6:

Angels and Magpies (collects
God and Science, The Return of
the Ti-Girls and The Love
Bunglers – from New Stories 1-4).

Beyond Palomar
(Palomar Book 3).

Vol 2:

The Troublemakers.

Vol 4.

Luba and Her Family
(Luba Book 1).

Vol 3:

Love From the Shadows.

Vol 5.

Ofelia (Luba Book 2)

Vol 4:

Maria M. Book 1.

Vol 6:

Three Sisters (Luba Book 3) .

Vol 5:

Maria M. Book 2.

After this, you’re onto standalone
volumes not yet in the Library series,
with Is This How You See Me?
(previously serialized in Love and
Rockets: New Stories 7 & 8) and Tonta
(previously serialized in Love and
Rockets: New Stories 5 & 6.) And once
you’ve done that, it’s on to the stories in
Volume 4 of Love and Rockets.

THE FRITZ B-MOVIE SERIES
Additionally, there are a series of graphic
novels never serialised in Love and
Rockets featuring fictional hard-boiled
B-movies starring Luba’s actress sister,
Fritz.

Again, after those, it’s next to the
collection Children of Palomar and then
into Love and Rockets Volume 4.
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IT LOOKS LIKE THERE’S GOING

TO BE A WAR, DEAR
Raymond Briggs – When The Wind Blows

W

hen The Wind Blows is
Raymond Brigg’s 1982 tale
of nuclear devastation,
viewed from Briggs’ familiar everyman
character’s perspective, as we share the
horror along with James and Hilda
Bloggs. And it’s quite possibly the greatest
modern example of speculative graphic
fiction, just as moving and terrifying
today as it was when it was first published.
Before its publication, Briggs was seen
as ‘just’ an author of children’s books and
comics, although much as with Posy
Simmonds and others, there seemed a
determined effort at the time to call what
he did anything but comics. Much
beloved of course, he had already released
a series of amazingly successful comic
books, all illustrated with his instantly
recognizable and messily raw yet
beautiful style. The trilogy of his defining
works before 1982 were Father Christmas
(1973), Fungus the Bogeyman (1977),
and The Snowman (1978), all completely
different in content, but all having that
very distinct Briggs voice.
Even the release of 1980’s Gentlemen
Jim, bittersweet, even melancholic, a far
more adult comic where we were
introduced to James and Hilda Bloggs,
couldn’t make the world see Briggs as
anything but a children’s’ author, making
sweet, strange, sentimental books. And of
course, this was just reinforced and
accentuated following the global success
of The Snowman animated television
adaptation that aired this very year,
December 1982. Directed by Dianne
Jackson with supervising animator Jimmy
Murakami, Briggs wasn’t perhaps The
Snowman’s greatest fan, writing, in
typical fashion, for an article for the BBC
website in 2012, that ‘the snowman melts,
my parents died, animals die, flowers die.
Everything does. There’s nothing

particularly gloomy about it. It’s a fact of
life.’
That ‘just for kids’ view of Briggs’ work
prevailed. He was a kids’ author, making
cute books full of great imagination and
beautiful pictures. Obviously that missed
the wonderful grumpiness of Father
Christmas, the out and out weirdness and
gross-out moments of Fungus The
Bogeyman, and completely ignored
Gentleman Jim. But no, he was making
books for kids.
And then, with the nuclear clock
ticking, with the world full of news of the
latest political posturings of the superpowers, with the futile and pointless
government advice found in leaflets such
as ‘Protect and Survive’ and ‘The
Householder’s Guide to Survival,’ came
When The Wind Blows.
It helps to have an idea of the times the
book came out in to understand how
impactful it was. This was a time where
nuclear war wasn’t so much an everpresent threat as it was practically
inevitable. The world was in the grip of
the Cold War, the USA and the Soviet
Union were facing off constantly, and
there was a palpable sense in the air that it
could really happen, the bombs could
drop. These were the days where the
unthinkable really wasn’t. I was at school
in the 70s and 80s and I can remember
understanding exactly what was going on,
what could happen, and, most shockingly
of all, knowing there was absolutely
nothing I could do about it. It was simply
something that could and might well
happen.
With When The Wind Blows, there
was nothing in Briggs’ earlier work that
could prepare any of his readers for the
horrors, the misery, and the absolute
heartbreak of this one. Not even the

cover, with its obvious mushroom cloud
overshadowing the sweet old couple,
could dispel the idea that Briggs was back
with another lovely little tale.
"I thought that very few people would
be interested in it apart from the peace
movement. I never dreamt it would be a
bestseller and go on the way it has. On the
face of it, it's rather a depressing story
obviously. It concerns two rather
uninteresting, fairly unattractive people.
There's no sex in it, no young people, yet
it seems to be amazingly popular."
(Briggs in an interview by John May for
The Guardian - 28 January 1987)
The book’s huge emotional impact of
the book is due to Briggs’ down to earth
characters; the ruddy faced James ( Jim)
and Hilda Bloggs. Having retired to their
little country idyll, their quant little house
that they’ve called ‘Jimilda’, this oldfashioned working-class couple,
obviously devoted to each other, potters
on doing the simple little things, innocent
and ignorant to everything going on in
the world beyond them, apart from the
reports in the newspaper and on their
little radio. And even when the news gets
darker and darker, with a three day
warning to hostilities, they have this
unshakeable optimism, believing that
things will be okay as long as they do what
they’ve been told, just like it was in the
last war.
'Well, if the worst comes to the worst,
we'll just have to roll up our sleeved,
tighten our belts and put on our tin hats
till it's VE day again.'
'It won't be like that this time love.'
'Well, we survived the last one, we can
do it again. It'll take more than a few
bombs to get me down.'
'Yes, we must always look on the bright
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side, ducks.'
Unprepared and confused, faced with
imminent nuclear attack, Jim puts all his
faith, naïvely, in the government’s
inadequate ‘The Householder’s Guide to
Survival,’ leaflet, constructing shelters from
doors, painting their windows white to
shield from the blast, preparing water and
food. Alongside him, Hilda fusses and
worries, chiding Jim for the little things,
concerned more for the paintwork than the
future.
'You are not going to ruin the paintwork,
James!'
'Oh, don't worry. I can soon touch it in
again after The Bomb's gone off.'
'Well, mind you do. Just you be careful,
James! I'll put the screws in a plastic bag.
You'll only go and lose them.'
It’s all useless of course, we know that,
but seeing Jim and Hilda’s stiff-upper-lip
belief that doing as they’ve been told will
keep them safe makes everything so
intensely sad.
With fond memories of childhoods spent
in garden bomb shelters during the Second
World War, the pair are initially united by
“Blitz Spirit,” Jim and Hilda adopt a
ridiculously positive attitude at first,
clinging to the idea that things will
definitely get better, unable to even
imagine that they won’t.
And then the bomb falls and the nuclear
fall-out begins. And from the moment the
bomb explodes it’s obvious that James and
Hilda are going to die a horrible, lingering
death from radiation sickness, but it’s the
heartbreaking deterioration you witness;
the sickness, hair loss, sores, all coupled
with the futile determination to make the
best of things that stays with you long after
the book is finished.
'The tragedy of nuclear war is that
something so primeval and elemental could
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occur while 'The Archers' are on the radio
and the milkman is whistling up the garden
path.’
(Briggs in an interview by John May for
The Guardian - 28 January 1987)
Throughout When the Wind Blows, Jim
and Hilda’s tiny little existence is matched
by Briggs’ artistic choices, with most of the
pages utilizing a cramped, confining seventier layout, one that really emphasised the
small, parochial lives we were observing.
And it’s that uniformity of the pages that
make the exceptions stand out, terrifyingly
so at times. Early on, the seven-tier pages of
Jim and Hilda are interrupted by the
nuclear weapons being slowly brought to
bear, with huge, bleak, dark double page
spreads of missiles, aircraft and submarines
preparing to unleash their deadly cargo to
incredibly striking effect.
And then, inevitably, it happens, and the
simplicity of it is as brutal as the realization,
just a double page of white, blinding,
obliterating white, edged with red,
followed by a page in the aftermath of the
blast, so damaging that it even causes the
very panels of the page to shift and sway
with the force of what’s happened. And
then there also a magnificent tonal change
we see on the pages as things progress; lush
countryside palette gives way to sickly
brown/green/yellow post detonation.
Briggs drains the life from his own artwork
as the radiation drains the life from his
characters. It’s simply incredible artwork
from a master storyteller.
'We won't have to worry about a thing.
Just leave everything to them... they'll
know what to do. The Powers That Be will
get to us in the end...'
'You have got the box with our Medical
Cards and Birth Certificates, haven't you?'
'Yes dear. They're quite safe. Night, night
Hilda.'

Night, night, Jimmy, dear.'
Following the publication of the comic
book, Briggs would go on to unleash a far
more visceral polemic in the form of The
Tin-Pot Foreign General and the Old Iron
Lady (1984), a condemnation of Margaret
Thatcher, and various other works,
including his finest work, Ethel & Ernest: A
True Story (1998), a poignant memoir of
his parents and Briggs’ relationship with
them.
The impact of When The Wind Blows
did much to change attitudes towards
Briggs. For those that read the book, for
those who were horrified by it (there were
chunterings and condemnation from those
in high places at the time), for those who
were profoundly moved by it, you couldn’t
help but see Briggs’ work in a new light, so
far from the sweetness we got later in 1982
with the Snowman adaptation on
Christmas TV. However, there’s still that
tendency to view all of Briggs’ works as
children’s’ tales, both then and now.
Ironically, my first experience reading it
came from Dudley Public Library, where it
was, but of course, shelved alongside
Asterix, Tintin, Lucky Luke, and the other
Briggs books in the children’s section.
‘It was quite a clever idea to send a copy
to every member of the Commons and
Lords. We got lots of quotes from, on one
side, people like Neil Kinnock and other
people like Lady Olga Maitland, who said it
was CND propaganda. I wasn't even in
CND at the time although I did join later.
People have criticised me for making fun of
rather dim working-class people. But it was
the government that assumed people were
thick enough to follow such ridiculous
advice.’
(Briggs speaking to Nicholas Wroe for
the Guardian - 17 December 2004)
The book has also had a few, just as hard-

hitting, adaptations. First a 1983 BBC radio
play featuring the voices of Peter Sallis and
Brenda Bruce and a stage play, before then
being made into an animated film, with
Murakami directing from a screenplay by
Briggs himself. This time the voices came
from veteran acting royalty in John Mills and
Peggy Ashcroft. A combination of handdrawn and stop-motion animation brought
the work, fairly successfully, to the screen,
with a score from Roger Waters and the film’s
title song by David Bowie, long a huge fan of
Briggs’ work, who previously added a
voiceover introduction to the US version of
the Snowman film.
But nothing, absolutely nothing, will ever
match the sheer heartbreaking intensity of
reading When The Wind Blows in its original
form. It’s unmatched, for my money, in any
medium, for bringing the absolute horrors of
nuclear war and its effects on normal people
to an audience.
When The Wind Blows manages to be
sentimental, gently funny, and horrifying in
equal measure, proving yet again that
Raymond Briggs may well be the greatest
living British comic artist. To a modern
generation the whole thing may seem farfetched, but to those who grew up with
nuclear clock inching to midnight, When The
Wind Blows still sends a shiver down the
spine and should be held up as a masterpiece
of speculative science-fiction writing.
If you’ve never read it, add it to a list of the
essential books you need to read. But be
prepared, this is no easy read, and it’s one
that, one read, will never leave you. Such is
the power, the brilliance, of what Briggs puts
on the page.
AUTHOR:
RICHARD BRUTON
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THE DEVIL IS LONG
LIVED & LEGENDARY
MATT WAGNER’S
GRENDEL CYCLE
Matt Wagner’s Grendel is an epic saga of the changing nature of evil,
but that’s not how Wagner originally envisaged the series.

W

hen he began in 1982, he
had no idea that his
stylised tale of a criminal
assassin would evolve into a sweeping
saga, one that took us far into the future,
far beyond the scope of Wagner’s initial
idea, and did so quite brilliantly. And it
reached its perfect end. And then… well,
we’ll get to that. First though, time for a
look at the long history of Grendel…
The Devil is Embryonic:
The Early Grendel (Comicon Primer #2,
Grendel Vol 1 #1-3, 1982-1984)
The very earliest Grendel came as a
series of black and white comics,
published by Comico, all very raw, the
prototype version of what the comic
would become, what the idea of Grendel
would become. It was a false start for the
series, incomplete and only finished
when the concept and storyline was
rejigged and improved as Devil By The
Deed. But there’s still that flash of
promise, that hint of what would come.
Certainly, the skeleton for what would
become brilliance is all here. Hunter
Rose, successful novelist by day, criminal
mastermind and assassin by night. Argent
the Wolf, mysterious, deadly, committed
to bringing an end to Grendel. Hunter's
ward, Stacy Palumbo, the young
daughter of a mobster he killed and the
only thing in this world he loves. It’s all

here in these embryonic steps.
So, it’s a beginning… but a far better
beginning would come soon…
The Devil is Born:
Devil By The Deed. (1985-1986)
In Grendel: Devil By The Deed we’re
re-introduced to the first Grendel,
Hunter Rose; a successful writer with a
tortured, brutalised past whose brilliance
is only matched by his capacity for evil as
the underworld boss and assassin known
as Grendel. Opposing him in this is
Argent, the twisted, mysterious wolf-like
creature who takes a personal stake in
bringing the Grendel down. And
although Devil By The Deed is a short 37
pages, originally serialised from 1984 as a
back-up in Wagner’s other flawed saga,
Mage, and then collected as one graphic
novel in 1986, the leap in the quality of
storytelling and art was quite astonishing
when you compare it to the earlier
aborted series.
Essentially, Devil By The Deed brought
us a classic final days style story, telling us
of the death of Grendel, in classic Morte
D’Arthur style. Wagner designed the
book beautifully; working with inker
Rich Rankin to craft each page as a single
art-deco inspired unit, without speech,
events reported through captions from
the biography produced following
Hunter Rose’s death. In either the

original coloured version or the newer
black, white, and red version, it’s still
ground-breaking, still beautiful.
Devil By The Deed was a perfect start.
But one that, we’d soon discover, was
only the very earliest beginnings of a saga
that would stretch across centuries.
The Devil is Vengeful: Devil’s Legacy
(Grendel issue #1-12 – 1986-1987)
If Devil By The Deed would have been
it for Wagner’s Grendel saga it would be
enough. But Wagner envisioned a way for
the series to continue, with the mask
being passed to another, then another.
And, following the death of Hunter Rose,
he switched the series to concentrate on
Christine Spar; the biographer
responsible for Devil By The Deed and
the daughter of Hunter Rose’s tragic
ward.
In Devil’s Legacy, Christine Spar finds
herself slowly and tortuously
maneuvered, by forces completely
beyond her control, into taking up the
mantle of Grendel. Not this time as a
force for crime, assassination or evil, but
as a terrible, and ultimately doomed,
instrument of vengeance.
This time around Wagner decided to
merely write, rather than illustrating the
series. The art duties went to the Pander
Brothers, whose art style of dynamic,
razor sharp edges meets Dave Stevens
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characters was completely at odds with
Wagner’s style yet suited the action and
extravagance of the story perfectly.
The Devil is Discovered: The Devil Inside.
(Grendel issue 13-15, 1987)
Where Christine Spar’s Grendel was an
exploration of a gradual loss of reason and
free will set against the bright lights and
beautiful people of society, the storyline
following Spar’s inevitable death was so
low key and depressing that it saw the
book haemorrhage readers. Yet The Devil
Inside is the most important in terms of
understanding the essence of Grendel.
At this point everyone had begun to
believe they knew what Wagner was doing
with Grendel; new storyline, new
character picks up the mask, clashes with
authority, meets grisly death. But Wagner
had other plans.
This next Grendel was far from the
strong, determined, misguided characters
of the past two iterations. No, this Grendel,
Brian Li Sung, is a pathetic, tragic man.
Devastated by the death of his lover,
Christine Spar, he finds his life
disintegrating as anger and rage slowly take
hold and the mantle of Grendel is assumed
once more. Yet even as he takes on the
Grendel role, poor doomed Brian fights
against it and is the first to properly see
Grendel for what it is, not just a mask, not
just a person, but something far more Grendel is a spirit, a force of nature –
powerful, intelligent, capable of fostering
feelings of anger, rage, hopelessness and
fear to finally find expression through
death and destruction. It’s a stunning
moment of realization, one where we see
Brian’s true strength, and the point where
Grendel became something far more
interesting than just the latest wearer of the
mask.
Again, Wagner’s choice of artist is
perfect. Bernie Mireault’s art is
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claustrophobic, introverted and dark. A
complete antithesis to the near gaudiness
of the Pander Brothers, but perfect for the
low key tale he’s responsible for telling.
Plus, Mireault is responsible for
providing Wagner with the idea to take his
series to it’s final, epic conclusion. But
more on that in a moment.
The Devil is Influential: Devil Tracks and
Devil Eyes (Grendel issues 16-19, 1988)
Following the incredibly muted
response of readers to this pivotal story in
the series, Wagner seemingly retreated to
familiar ground, telling tales of Hunter
Rose, the first Grendel.
But, unlike later revisits to the character,
this time it fed into the saga, moving things
forward by taking one small step back. It
also showed us more of Wagner’s talent for
artistic invention and experimentation.
Gone was the art-deco styling of Devil By
The Deed and in its place saw Wagner
adopt a strict template for the two tales –
first with pages based on 25 panel grid and
then large and narrow vertical panels
filling the page.
Here, it’s not Grendel the person
Wagner’s focused on but the spirit of
Grendel, the effect the idea has upon
others. Far more than exquisite exercises in
storytelling, the two stories here both
further the legend of Grendel and act as a
mere prelude to the next evolution of the
character. Because at this point Wagner
had decided where he wanted to take the
series – it was time for the Devil to become
epic.
And it was all triggered by a throw away
comment made by Bernie Mireault:
“Can Grendel inhabit a crowd?”
The Devil Is Exponential: The Incubation
Years. (Grendel Issues 20-23, 1988)
That one question fuelled the next 20
issues of what had become the Grendel

Cycle. It was no longer just a game of pass
the mask, this was evolution, with Grendel
inhabiting more and more people until
eventually an entire society becomes
Grendel. At this point, the very idea of
Grendel became more to do with the
nature of aggression, either uncontrolled
and explosive or channeled and driven.
And these four issues are where Wagner,
with artists Hannibal King and Tim Sale,
makes the leap. They’re complex, dense,
and difficult, covering hundreds of years,
but they allowed Wagner to propel
Grendel and into the future, establishing
the Grendel force a force of societal
change.
The Devil is Ubiquitous: God And The Devil.
(Grendel issues 24-33, 1988-1989)
At the start of God And The Devil we’re
at the point where Grendel infects many
things; the corrupt church, the
corporations, and the bitter and angry
populous. Grendel is simply everywhere.
But not yet in any ordered form. That was
going to have to change.
God And The Devil is a really detailed
and involving read, the buildup is slow and
careful, with Wagner realizing he’s moved
things up a level of complexity. Similarly,
the art, from first Tim Sale and then Jay
Geldhof & John Snyder is never as showy
or dazzling as earlier volumes, simply
because it has far more to convey to drive
this complex, multi-layered story on to its
conclusion.
It’s a tale of great political and religious
intrigue, with the Grendel spirit infusing
into society, yet still finding its figurehead
in not one, but two individuals; Eppy
Thatcher, a deranged, church-hating
madman; and Orion Assante, a man driven
to investigate the corruption of the church
and with no idea of the trouble he’s about
to find himself in. Two men to represent
the two aspects of Grendel, the anarchic

and uncontrollable and the controlled and
cunning. As the story unfolds and an
ancient evil returns from the time of
Christine Spar, both men will play their
part in transforming the world in Grendel’s
image.
The Devil is Triumphant: Devil’s Reign.
(Grendel Issues 34-40, 1989-1990)
At the end of God & The Devil, Grendel
is ascendant, the church is in ruins, and
Orion stands alone, a Grendel without
need of a mask controlling a world where
the idea and ideals of Grendel are the
accepted norm. Grendel is truly
triumphant.
It’s the only book in the Grendel Cycle
to be a direct continuation from the
previous volume, with Tim Sale returning
on art. Devil’s Reign finds Orion taking on
the mantle of Grendel-Khan and
marshaling his forces – who describe
themselves as Grendels – against first a
Vampire army and then the threat of allout war against Japan. With the
Grendel-Khan’s victory, Grendel finally
succeeds in conquering the world – a
world remade in Grendel’s image.
And that was it. The end of The Grendel
Cycle. A perfect saga that was imaginative,
innovative, and thrilling. The only problem
was that that wasn’t the end.
The Devil is Diluted: What Matt Wagner
did next….
After finishing Devil’s Reign in 1989,
Wagner still had more to tell in the Grendel
saga. The first of these was 1992’s War
Child, drawn by Patrick McEown.
However, by this stage, it seems as though
Wagner had rather lost his momentum and
this tale of a cyborg Grendel, the GrendelPrime created by Grendel Khan Orion,
doesn’t really add all that much to the epic
tale that had gone before.
Now, throughout the Grendel Saga to

this point, we’d had odd little one-off
Grendel tales from Wagner in various
specials. But now the world of Grendel
expanded to include other writers. At the
end of the original series was 1989’s threeissue series, Silverback, telling the story of
Argent’s origin, written by Wagner and
William Messner-Loebs and drawn by
Messner-Loebs and John Peck. Then we
had 1993’s Grendel Tales, a series overseen
by Wagner that told of the world of
Grendel after Devil’s Reign, all written and
drawn by others. It was packed with talent
for sure, but ultimately just entertaining
rather than essential.
Wagner next returned to Grendel with
two Batman/Grendel crossovers featuring
Hunter Rose in 1993 and Grendel Prime in
1996, with the short novella in comics,
1994’s Devil Quest, between them. Again
entertaining and gorgeous to behold, but
again just extras to the main event.
But after that, it was Matt Wagner going
back over old ground somewhat, returning
to Hunter Rose. First we had the two
anthologies, Grendel: Black, White and
Red (1998) and Grendel: Red, White and
Black (2002). These filled in the time
before Devil By The Deed, telling of
Hunter Rose’s Grendel’s rise to power. It
had a collection of fine artists, including
D’Israeli, Andi Watson, Woodrow
Phoenix, Tim Sale, John Paul Leon,
Michael Zulli and others – but in the end,
although there are some fine moments, it
just comes across as a little empty, just
dancing around the legend.
Better fare was to be had in 2007’s 8issue Grendel: Behold The Devil, with
Wagner back on the art and spinning the
sort of Hunter Rose tale that had meaning
and import once more. And Finally for
Hunter Rose, at least for now, we had
2014’s Grendel vs The Shadow, a
reasonably entertaining but utterly empty

and superfluous thing.
The Devil Is Continuous – The Future For
Grendel? Which brings us up to date, with
2019’s Grendel: Devil's Odyssey.
Here Matt Wagner returns to the tale of
Grendel Prime, this time sent off into
space to find a new planet to be home for
humanity. As a bit of old-skool, high
adventure sci-fi goes, it’s not bad, but as a
Grendel tale? Well, I can’t help think that
Wagner would have accomplished what he
wanted to do in about 20 pages back in the
day. And what he obviously wanted to do
was throw Grendel Prime hundreds of
years into the future, to a world where
Grendel once again means outcast, just to
set up the forthcoming series Grendel:
Crucible, sometime in 2022.
The Devil Is Never-ending – Although
perhaps that’s not such a great thing?
Sometimes, stories just need an end.
The Grendel saga, starting with Devil By
The Deed and ending with Devil’s Reign is
a truly epic adventure in comics. It’s one
that will bear re-reading time and time
again.
This is, to my mind, Matt Wagner’s finest
creation and one I’d recommend to you all.
As for what came after, as entertaining as
some of it was - sometimes a series just has
to continue without you.
But that first Grendel Cycle... that I’ll be
reading and re-reading till I’m finally done
reading.
AUTHOR:
RICHARD BRUTON
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FREEDOM’S ROAD

THE LAUNCH OF ‘WARRIOR’
Peter Gouldson looks back to the 1982 launch of a groundbreaking title
that looked to rejuvenate the UK comics industry.

H

ad editor Dez Skinn remained
at Marvel UK after the spring
of 1980, ‘Warrior’ may well
have been a new Marvel monthly. The
legacy he’d left behind had changed the
line beyond recognition, and
undoubtedly one of the most successful
had been ‘Hulk Comic’, a weekly
anthology launched in 1979 that broke
the Marvel UK mould by bringing in top
UK talent to work on original strips. He’d
enjoyed considerable success in doing so;
Steve Parkhouse and John Stokes
creating the wonderful ‘Black Knight’,
Steve Moore and a young Steve Dillon
revamping ‘Nick Fury, Agent of
SHIELD’, and (in what Alan Moore later
described as ‘a little gem’ of a strip)
Parkhouse and artist David Lloyd
producing ‘Night Raven’, a new vigilante
character. Lloyd’s artwork had seemed
perfectly suited for the strip’s 1930’s
prohibition Chicago setting until Stan
Lee caught sight of it early on and
deemed it ‘too blocky’. Artist John Bolton
took over the strip, with Skinn
nevertheless continuing to hire an artist
he held in the highest regard; Lloyd going
on to provide memorable work on the
back up strips in Marvel’s ‘Doctor Who
Weekly’ launched later the same year,
including the very first, ’Return Of The
Daleks’.
Skinn quickly hankered after a return
to publishing following his Marvel UK
departure. Knowing the template for
‘Hulk Comic’ had worked well, and
perhaps with added ‘let’s show ‘em how
it’s done’ impetus, he hatched plans for a
new monthly anthology through his own
independent company Quality
Communications Limited. ‘Warrior’

would look to replicate his previous
success, with Parkhouse, treading similar
terrain to ‘Black Knight’, writing and
drawing new strip ‘The Spiral Path’.
Moore and Dillon were invited to reignite
their Nick Fury chemistry on ‘Laser
Eraser and Pressbutton’, resurrecting a
character whose origins lay in short music
magazine strips. Recreating the feel of a
Night Raven type mystery strip was also
always part of the plan, with Skinn only
ever having one artist in mind.
The strip that would eventually become
‘V for Vendetta’ however seemed a bitpart player at this early stage, with the
resurrection of Marvelman, a British
superhero created by Mick Anglo and
originally published between 1954 and
1963, earmarked as the all-important lead
strip from the beginning. The character’s
origin, history and ownership rights had a
convoluted history and was about to
become even more so; after Parkhouse
and Steve Moore both initially turned
down the offer of writing the strip, Skinn
had needed considerable convincing
(from Moore) that it was in fact namesake
Alan, a relatively new name on the scene
and who had publicly expressed his desire
to work on the character, who was the
right man for the job. Impressed by a
written synopsis from Moore, Skinn took
the plunge, despite the fact that the
newcomer was also being touted by
Lloyd as the ideal writer for his 1930’s
strip as well after a couple of
collaborations on the ‘Who’ back-up
strips at Marvel UK had worked out very
well.
From the outset Skinn saw ‘Warrior’ as
a vehicle to shake up what he believed to

be a moribund UK industry. A bold new
working ethos would see creators paid
barely half the average industry rate but
remain free from restricting editorial
control whilst, most importantly,
retaining full copyright of their work. If
initially paid a pittance, the enticement
for creators to produce the goods came
with the potential of later lucrative
reprints. Independence meant that all
concerned had the luxury of holding back
from any set-in-stone deadline launch
date, and instead hone their work until
everyone was happy. Such practices were
unheard of in the UK, yet sought to
encourage the best work possible out of
everyone involved, and the list of
contributors to the launch issue would
read like a ‘Who’s Who’ of the cream of
UK comics talent.
Conceived around April 1981, Warrior
eventually launched in March 1982 with a
cover design typical of the sidebar/ boxed
in image Skinn had showcased on his
monthly Marvel titles. ‘He’s back!’ read
the copy to a wonderful Dillon depiction
of Axel Pressbutton and unknown female
partner (undoubtedly prompting readers
not familiar with Sounds music magazine
to wonder exactly ‘who’s back?). Quoting
no less a renowned world leader than
John F Kennedy in the lead editorial,
Skinn celebrated the ‘freedoms road’ he
and his team of creators were about to
undertake, pushing the boundaries of UK
comics magazines whilst revelling in their
own underdog status - “While the large
comics publishers seem to be in a period
of creative regression, we hope our
attempt, our one little magazine in a sea
of others, will spark off enough interest to
get things moving again”.
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There’s little doubt that the character
created decades earlier as an ingenious
solution to solve the problem of US
reprint strips drying up was deemed to be
the star of the show. With the most
naturalistic writing and some truly stellar
artwork, writer Alan Moore and artist
Garry Leach took ‘Britain’s premier
super-action hero’ and made the
transition from atomic age origins to
harsh modern world look easy. ’A Dream
of Flying’ introduces us to (an as yet
oblivious) alter-ego Mike Moran, waking
from his reoccurring dream that he’s
really some kind of superhero. Ignoring
yet another of the migraines that seem to
steadfastly be getting worse, he leaves real
breadwinner wife Liz behind and forces
himself out on another freelance
journalist assignment, covering a
demonstration at Larksmere Atomic
Power Station where, along with the
demonstrators, he’s caught up in a daring
heist to raid the plant and steal the
plutonium. Knocked unconscious by one
of the criminals, he comes too in a daze,
being dragged along by one of the thieves,
muttering the word ‘Kimota' (a play on
the word ‘atomic’ spelt backwards) to
himself. He’s instantly transformed back
to Marvelman, finally remembering
everything (’…eighteen years, trapped in
that old tired body. It doesn’t matter
now.’)
Moore’s wonderful naturalistic dialogue
really came into its own in the second
issue when Mike returns home and has
some explaining to do, sheepishly telling
Liz that, unbeknown to him, she’s been
married to a powerful superhero all these
years. Leach captures the intimate privacy
between the two just as perfectly as the
action scenes, with everything held
together and working so naturally.
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Although such reboots would later
become commonplace it’s important to
remember that this all seemed so new,
both men treating what could be seen as
old and cliche-ridden with real gravitas
and respect. Skinn’s own text article,
filling in the backstory for a character for
any (and there would have been many)
readers not familiar with it, immediately
followed.
Unlike Moore’s other main ‘Warrior’
work (see elsewhere) Marvelman would
lack a consistent creative team from
beginning to end, with Leach leaving after
a handful of issues to be replaced by Alan
Davis. With both men also starting work
on ‘Captain Britain’ for Marvel UK later
that same year, Skinn bemoaned the fact
that the only two superheroes then
currently being published in the UK were
being made by the exact same people.
Neither strip suffers as a consequence
however, and it would be Marvelman that
remained the definitive vehicle for
Moore’s exploration of the real-life
consequences of what being a ‘superhero’
meant.
Written and drawn by Parkhouse, the
prologue chapter to ‘The Spiral Path’ then
followed. Set in the fantasy land of
Tairngir, disposed King Galbrain leads a
small handful of remaining men to seek
shelter and safety. A druid leads them
towards a strange looking sanctuary at the
end of a winding path, just as “the armies
of Cormac, Caradoc and Artuk
combined” close in for the kill. Even if the
plot itself failed to ignite in this first
instalment, there was plenty enough
intrigue and world-creating to make the
reader want more, with Parkhouse
immediately immersing the reader into
his fantasy realm of windswept rain and

rough terrain through the strong visuals
alone.
’A True Story?’, a lightweight twopager from Steve Moore and Dave
Gibbons then followed, a silly if highly
enjoyable tale of time-loops. Gibbon’s
artwork always seemed to elevate
anything he worked on, yet the truth was
that the likes of himself and fellow artist
Brian Bolland (who’d produced a fantasy
frontispiece for the launch) were among
many UK creators already being enticed
by the US, a fact Skinn would bemoan in
later editorials.
Steve Moore was then back again
alongside artist John Bolton for ‘The
Legend of Prester John’. Set at the time of
the Sixth Crusade, an old and frail Sir
Randolph of Thretford, blinded by his
faith, believes himself to be saved from
attackers by a mighty warrior king. In
actuality he’s taken in by a noble knight
called Orlando, who brings him home to
be cared for by wife Angelina. There, the
old man begins to tell young boy Ganelon
all about the legend of Prester John and
his magical holy realm of Pentexoire,
where lies “rivers of jewels, abounding
with sapphires and emeralds…and the
nearby earthly paradise, from which the
Lord first drove Adam and Eve”. Moore’s
script brings a real sense of authenticity to
the Crusade setting, with Bolton’s
exquisite heavy blacks and shadows
contrasting wonderfully with the faint
light given off by the faith of an old man,
on the brink of death in an already
disbelieving world.
After a full page ad flogging back issues
of Skinn’s own ‘House of Hammer’ (and
the six page opener of ‘V for Vendetta’)
came another strip from Steve Moore and
John Bolton with Hammer connections of

its own. The character of ‘Father Sandor,’
a monk who had a vast knowledge of
vampires, demons and witches played by
actor Andrew Keir, was introduced in the
1966 Hammer film ‘Dracula, Prince of
Darkness.’ After having overseen a 15page comic adaptation in ‘House Of
Hammer’ #6 ( June 1977) that included
the monk (now spelled ‘Shandor’), Skinn
saw a real potential in the character. A
strip called ’Father Shandor, Demon
Stalker’ went on to become a regular
feature in the magazine, with the first
three Warrior appearances reprinted from
earlier ‘House of Hammer’ strips. Set in a
Medieval Europe, a Transylvanian priest
develops a killer touch after making
continual forays into the shadow realm to
battle demonic forces. Arguing with the
Abbot who forbids any further dabbling,
Shandor is cast out of his Order following
a fierce battle with the demon Angorfarax
(“…too many of my little friends have
fallen beneath your sword…I’ll tear your
soul from your living body”) ending in the
death of the Abbot himself. Left to roam
the lands, Shandor continues his fight
against evil and temptation, including the
demoness Jaramsheela.
Under the pseudonym 'Pedro Henry'
Moore was also responsible for the final
strip, not so much avoiding a guilt-ridden
fourth writing credit as keeping things
tied in with the origins of the character
concerned. Axel Pressbutton was an
embittered cyborg with a predilection for
extreme violence, originally created by
Moore under the same pseudonym and
debuting in Issue #22 of music zine ‘Dark
Star.’ Further stories appeared in the
slightly more mainstream Sounds weekly
music magazine, many drawn and/or
written by ‘Curt Vile’ another nom de
plume of good friend Alan. Now

resurrected for ‘Warrior’ and partnered
with deadly hit woman Mysta Mistralis
AKA the ‘laser eraser’ herself (“..burnt out
half his brain, the fat toad wouldn’t have
felt a thing”) the futuristic sci-fi adventure
strip offered up a more ‘traditional’
action/adventure feel whilst retaining its
violence and cutting edge. Steve Dillon’s
art here is one of the real highlights of the
magazine, even if he didn’t get to draw a
fabulous later origin story for the
character.
The issue was rounded off with a
spotlight on the creators themselves.
’Warriors All’ was a text piece giving a
tongue-in-cheek ‘getting to know you’
resumé for Bolton, Dillon, Gibbons,
Leach, Lloyd, Moore’s Steve and Alan,
Parkhouse and Skinn himself alongside
mug shots that allowed readers to put
names to faces. Many in the know would
have already been familiar with most of
the people involved, yet Skinn
successfully argued that the audience
would be split between those that did and
did not. At the very least it’s a fun read,
with Leach obviously being shoehorned
into joining in in the first place (“can I go
now?”) and Alan Moore’s claim of being
possessed by the demon Pazu. Skinn’s
own entry seemed the most succinct:
“Single. Very few bad habits. Wishes to
meet parties who believe well produced
comics can sell. Idealists only need apply.”
The jolly japes of ‘Warriors All’ marked
a creative and harmonious high that was
unfortunately destined not to last. Behind
the scenes tensions arose quickly between
Skinn and his creators, and later strips
such as Paul Neary’s ‘Madman’ failed to
gain a real foothold with the readership.
The title itself would continually suffer
from distribution problems (as late as
Issue #20 Skinn was still proclaiming

‘we’re getting there’) and although
continuing to pick up critical acclaim the
money situation remained tight, Skinn
subsidising the magazine through income
from his comics shop in London. The
relationship between Skinn and Alan
Moore had deteriorated even before
Marvelman artist Alan Davis withdrew
his labour due to lack of payments, with
the storyline grinding to a halt on a
cliffhanger ending with issue #21. A
distinct dip in quality ensued, with ‘V for
Vendetta’ perhaps one of the few
remaining beacons of consistency
alongside an increasingly erratic lineup of
strips, some written by Skinn himself.
With the noticeable dip in quality and
subscribers beginning to complain of late
deliveries, the end finally came with Issue
#26, dated January 1985.
Shooting stars always burn fiercely
before fading away all too quickly, which
was exactly what Warrior did, its legacy
long outliving its short life. A brave
attempt to shake things up and make a
difference, the title seemed to form a
triumvirate along with a 2000AD still very
much in its heyday and Marvel UK’s ‘The
Daredevils’, all attempting to up the ante
and bring out the best in each other
utilising the cream of UK talent. Skinn’s
claim that his ‘little magazine’ was the
underdog may have held true in many
respects, but in truth Warrior was a giant,
a ‘Quality Magazine’ in more than just
name.
AUTHOR:
PETER GOULDSON
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DREDD
APOCALYPSE WAR
First, there was the madness of Block Mania. Then, there were the missiles. Then, the invasion.
For the first six months of 1982, 2000AD readers sat transfixed as the bloodiest conflict in the
history of comics was fought out before their very eyes. Chris Hallam looks at the Judge Dredd
mega-epic to end all mega-epics. It was the Apocalypse War.

B

y the early 1980s, with the
Galaxy’s Greatest Comic fast
approaching its fifth birthday
in early 1982, 2000AD was enjoying
something of a golden age.
Central to its success was Judge Dredd.
Mega-City One’s tough futuristic lawman
was the only character who (aside from
Tharg the Mighty himself ) had appeared
in almost every published prog to date.
The previous four years had seen Dredd
appear in no less than three six month
long mega-epics and by the end of 1981,
Dredd had his own annual and his own
regular strip in the Daily Star.
The story’s writers John Wagner and
Alan Grant had encountered an issue,
however. Dredd’s Mega-City One had
grown too large. It was becoming almost
as ungovernable on the page as it
threatened to become to its early 22nd
century inhabitants.
They quickly arrived at a potential
solution: a major conflict which would
shake Dredd’s world to its foundations:
the notion of the Apocalypse War was
born. Surveys consistently showed ‘future
war’ to be by far the most popular theme
for any stories in the comic.
But first: Block Mania.
During the last two months of 1981,
2000AD readers enjoyed the Dredd story
in which a minor urban dispute escalated
seemingly inexplicably into a major battle
waged between Mega-City One’s rival city
blocks. Block-Mania a popular and decent
enough strip which in 1987 would inspire
its very own spin-off board game. Readers
had no idea what lay in store.

“My mission has succeeded!” revealed
the captured East-Meg agent, Orlok as the
story ended. “Madness reigns in your
streets – your Judge Force is crippled –
you are defenceless!” It seemed Block
Mania had been the result of a poisoned
water supply: an insidious Sov plot to
weaken Mega City One in preparation for
a full-blown nuclear missile assault by
East-Meg One (the 22nd century
equivalent of the 20th century Soviet
Union). In other words, as Orlok put it:
“Operation Apocalypse – The death of
Mega-City One!” Writers Wagner and
Grant (writing under the name, T.B.
Grover) had pulled off a coup as
audacious as East-Meg One itself as Block
Mania was revealed to be just a prelude to
perhaps the greatest Dredd tale of all: the
Apocalypse War.
THE RETURN OF EZQUERRA
“The resistance is crushed! Mega-City
One is at our mercy!” (Unknown EastMeg One Judge).
The new stories precipitated a change
in fortunes for two notable Dredd artists.
After starting work on Block Mania, Mike
McMahon was forced to quit. “It was too
much work,” he said later. “I have to draw
each individual character and in that story
there’s a thousand people poring out of
every block and I couldn’t keep up.”
McMahon wouldn’t draw Dredd again for
ten years. The remainder of the story was
drawn by Steve Dillon and Brian Bolland.
But for Carlos Ezquerra, the
Apocalypse War provided him with a
golden opportunity. Five years before, the

Spaniard had been outraged to discover
that the very first Judge Dredd story to
appear in the comic had been drawn by
someone else. Ezquerra had done more
than any other artist to create the unique
look of Dredd, the Judges and Mega-City
One and so to see another artist produce
the first published Dredd story had deeply
offended him. Ironically, the first ever
Judge Dredd story had been illustrated by
Mike McMahon.
Though he had stayed with 2000AD,
producing the art for Strontium Dog as
well as for Kelvin Gosnell’s version of The
Stainless Steel Rat, Ezquerra had
subsequently steered clear of Dredd. Until
now…
Ezquerra agreed to provide the art for
all twenty-five episodes of The
Apocalypse War on condition he would
be the only artist assigned to it. “It was my
character, so it was logical for me to do
such a major saga,” Ezquerra said later.
With the exception of Prog 268 (which
saw a rare break from the story), Ezquerra
produced all 25 episodes of the saga
between progs 245 and 270. He would go
on to produce a further twenty postApocalypse Dredd stories that year,
accounting for around 90% of the Dredd
stories to appear in the weekly 2000AD in
1982.
To date, Ezquerra remains the only
person to have produced all the art for
such a mammoth Dredd story singlehandedly. He later did the same thing
twice more for the stories, Necropolis
(1991) and Origins (2006-2007). He
passed away a month before his 71st
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birthday in 2018. The Apocalypse War
remains a fitting memorial to his immense
talent. It is quite possibly the best thing he
ever did.
APOCALYPSE THEN
“There will be no surrender! As long as
one Judge draws breath, Mega-City One
fights on!” Judge Dredd.
From the outset, it was clear, The
Apocalypse War would be fought on a
scale hitherto unseen in a comic strip. The
Galaxy’s Greatest Comic was mostly a
world of black and white in those days
with only the front and back cover and the
centre pages (which would always at this
point be the first two pages of the six-page
Judge Dredd story) appearing in colour.
Ezquerra would take full advantage of this
first centre spread producing artwork
which often resembled a movie poster in
its epic scope. The very first spread is
typical: there is Dredd, clearly from a
much later stage of the story wading
battered and war-torn through the ruins of
his devastated city armed with a stub gun.
There is the deadly wave of nuclear
missiles hurtling downward. There are the
hordes of Sovs marching forward as the
malevolent faces of East-Meg One’s
leadership look on. And there, threatening
to scorch the staples in the centre of the
comic is the ultimate symbol of the
apocalypse: a mushroom cloud.
As the story progresses, we see the
East-Meg One leadership launching the
missiles (a ‘Big Red Button’ moment
replicated on Prog 245’s cover) and the
war’s early stages being fought both in
space and under the sea. We also get a
reminder that the authoritarian dictatorial
Mega-City judges are not so different from
the Sovs. Griffin has suggested issuing a
statement warning the citizens about the
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imminent carnage. “The citizens?” Dredd
says in words which echo those of EastMeg One’s leadership on the previous
page. “What makes you think they’d be
interested?”
With some of the first nuclear missiles
exploding near Magnus Pyke and Miriam
Stoppard Blocks (despite being set in the
22nd century version of America, the city
blocks are often named after comically
dated and British celebrity figures), the
captions reveal writers Wagner and Grant
have clearly done their homework about
the impact of nuclear explosions.
“A solid wave of air blasts outwards at
colossal speed. Within a radius of five
kilometres there is total destruction,” the
text reads. “At a distance of twelve
kilometres the destruction is merely
appalling. It is accompanied by
widespread flash fire and massive
casualty.” Soon the bombs have
penetrated the Atlantic Wall triggering a
massive tidal wave and another
memorable two-page spread from
Ezquerra.
By now, Dredd is in active peril as the
craft he and Chief Judge Griffin are
travelling in crashes after being caught up
in a nearby nuclear blast. With Griffin
down, Dredd is forced to fight his way
through roaming bands of Block Maniacs
and resist East-Meg One’s appeals for
surrender by video link himself.
There are flashes of humour here,
although much of it is of a macabre nature.
The missile assault inspires a short-lived
dance craze called the Apocalypso. The
music is abruptly cut short when a missile
lands directly on the singer, throwing his
guitar to one side before detonating. We
also get to see the effects of East-Meg’s
Apocalypse Warp, a forcefield which not

only protects their own city but transports
Mega-City One’s missiles to another
dimension to an alternative version of
Earth “where total peace has reigned for a
thousand years.” A caption informs us:
“The gentle inhabitants of this idyllic
world have no conception of the holocaust
about to befall them” and indeed don’t
even know what the approaching missiles
are exclaiming, “they sure are pretty”
seconds before they explode.
In a bid to lighten the mood, Dredd’s
old companions Maria and Walter the
Wobot are resurrected to provide some
much-needed comic relief. Other familiar
faces such as Judges Hershey and
Anderson appear later.
THE WAR AT HOME
“For freedom! For justice! For MegaCity One!” Judge Souster.
In truth, so much occurs in the story
that really only a summary of the saga’s’
many highlights is possible. We are
introduced to War Marshal ‘Mad Dog’
Kazan, a Sov military leader who we soon
see overseeing a land invasion (“Forward
the metal legions!”) led by robots and
tanks. We see Dredd and other Judges
slaughter a band of desperate roaming
Mega-citizens who have inadvertently
doomed themselves by stumbling into an
irradiated zone.
In one memorable sequence, we see the
noble sacrifice of one Judge Souster as he
heroically falls to death halting the Sov
advance by severing a critical link
between the north and the south with his
stub gun as he does so declaring, “For
freedom!..For justice!...For Mega-City
One!” as he plummets to his doom. We
see streets on fire. We see Kazan seizing
power of East-Meg One in a bloody coup,
(“From now on, I am the Diktatorat!”)

We see Dredd and other Judges coldbloodedly executing collaborators
(“P-please! Don’t do it! We won’t help the
East-Meggers again!” Dredd (shooting
them): “I have to agree!”
We see the captured Griffin
transformed into a propaganda-spouting
puppet whose rhetoric echoes that of
Donald Trump (“Our friends from EastMeg have convinced me of their good
intentions – let us work together and let us
make this city great again!”). Dredd is
forced to hunt him down and assassinate
him (““Chief Judge Griffin, I find you
guilty of treason! The sentence is death!”).
We see Dredd apparently killing himself
prompting a memorably simple ‘Dredd
dead?” cover by Robin Smith for Prog 262.
But in the end, there can be only one
outcome as Dredd precipitates the total
destruction of East-Meg One. “Please
Dredd – don’t do it!” a Sov protests.
“There are half a billion people in my
city!”
Dredd’s response is firm: “Half my city
is burnt to ash by East-Meg missiles – and
you’re begging me for mercy?...Request
denied!” Soon, “the bloody fist of justice is
on its way to East-Meg One!”
WAR GAMES
By the end of the story, Mega-City
One’s vast population of 800 million has
been halved, a death toll at least four times
greater than that of the two real life 20th
century world wars. This figure doesn’t
include East-Meg One’s casualties all those
incurred on the peace-loving planet which
was destroyed as a result of East-Meg
One’s defensive ‘Apocalypse Warp’.
It is easy to forget at this point that all
this occurred in a comic aimed at children
which was freely available to anyone to
part with 16p ‘Earth Money’ in 1982,

appearing on newsagent shelves alongside
the likes of The Beano, Dandy, Buster,
Whoopee! or Whizzer and Chips.
And 1982 was, of course, a time of
heightened nuclear threat. Since the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan at the end
of 1979, East-West relations had
deteriorated to their worst point since the
Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962. In 1981, the
anti-nuclear Women’s Peace Camp was
established at RAF Greenham Common
in Berkshire. In 1983, the US Reagan
administration announced plans for a ‘Star
Wars’ programme intended to combat a
nuclear attack by escalating any World
War III into space. In 1983, the postapocalyptic drama, The Morning After
aired on US TV. In 1984, the similarly
harrowing Threads about a nuclear attack
on Sheffield was broadcast on UK TV. In
1984, President Reagan made a joke
during a routine microphone check: “"My
fellow Americans, I'm pleased to tell you
today that I've signed legislation that will
outlaw Russia forever,” he began, before
adding. “We begin bombing in five
minutes.”
In short, it was a worrying time.
AFTERMATH
By complete chance, the Apocalypse
War’s publication had coincided with
Britain’s involvement in a real-life major
conflict. The Falklands War was triggered
by Argentina’s invasion of the islands on
April 2nd, about halfway through the
story’s weekly run. Argentina’s surrender
(on June 14th) came only a few days
before Prog 270 featuring the saga’s final
episode and East-Meg One’s own
unconditional surrender. Despite this
coincidence of timing, with no real
American or Soviet involvement and
happily no nuclear dimension, there were

few obvious parallels between the real-life
conflict in the South Atlantic and Judge
Dredd’s fictional wars of 2104.
As it turned out, in the real world, the
USSR would collapse almost entirely
peacefully less than a decade later, an
outcome which would have seemed so
implausible as to be almost laughable in
the chilly international climate of 1982.
In Dredd’s world, however, the
aftermath of the Apocalypse War created
all manner of problems for the surviving
judges and citizenry, providing material
for countless stories for many years to
come. The 1982 story, Mushroom Man
would tell how Mayor Jim Grubb was laid
low by the Sov attack. 1985’s Exploding
Man would see a war-damaged citizen
attempting to wreak revenge on Dredd
while 1988’s supernatural And The Wind
Cried would see Dredd and Anderson
reuniting a young couple separated by the
conflict. In 1991, Bill Bailey Won’t You
Please Come Home centred around a CitiDef Unit who refused to accept the war
was over while Colin MacNeil included
scenes from the conflict in the legendary
Megazine epic, America.
There would be more Dredd megaepics but they would be less frequent from
now on. With the exception of Oz in 1987
and 1988, there would be no more superlong Dredd adventures in the 1980s at all.
It was not quite then, the Judge Dredd
epic to end all Judge Dredd epics. Yet forty
years on, it remains a towering
achievement and a landmark in the
history not just of Judge Dredd and
2000AD but also in the history of comics
themselves.
AUTHOR:
CHRIS HALLAM.
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REMEMBER,
REMEMBER...
Adventure? Romance? Political thriller? Peter Gouldson looks back at the 1982 launch
of Alan Moore and David Lloyd’s ‘V for Vendetta’, as resonant today as ever.

G

ood Evening London. I thought it
Welcome then, to England’s Green and
time we had a little talk.’
Pleasant Land of 1981, the very milieu that
begat ‘V for Vendetta’.
When host publication ‘Warrior’ finally
‘The flames of freedom, how lovely, how
saw the light of day in March 1982 after a long just. Ahh, my precious Anarchy…’O Beauty
gestation period, one strip in particular
’til now I never knew Thee.’
seemed forged by the events of the previous
Warrior was a genuine attempt to
year.
strengthen the UK comics industry and came
1981 had been a turbulent year for the UK, with a bold working ethos; creators would be
politically, economically, socially and
paid barely half the average industry rate but
culturally. Gaining power two years earlier,
retain full copyright of their work. Among
the Conservative administration led by
those involved from the start was artist David
Margaret Thatcher had immediately began
Lloyd, who had already proved himself to
tearing up the post-war consensus built up
publisher and editor Dez Skinn from his time
around the welfare state. With
at Marvel UK with wonderful work on back
unemployment steadily rising and six
up strips for ‘Doctor Who Weekly. ’Skinn
thousand people joining the dole queue
now looked to replicate the 1930’s noir feel
every day, inner-city rioting in London,
that Lloyd had imbued on another strip, the
Liverpool, Birmingham and elsewhere
popular ‘Night Raven’ from ‘Hulk Comic’, on
highlighted deepening divisions within
a new strip for Warrior.
communities. The situation reached fever
In his leading role with the Society of Strip
pitch that summer culminating with the
Illustration, Lloyd had included Alan Moore
police use of CS gas for the very first time in in a shortlist of five writers (along with Angus
mainland Britain. As clashes between the
Allan, Pat Mills, Steve Moore and Steve
National Front and the Anti-Nazi League
Parkhouse)all asked to share their thoughts
continued to make headlines, the
on the current state of the industry. With
Government reluctantly dropped two
relatively little in the way of writing credits at
controversial clauses to a new ‘Nationality’
this early point in his career, it’s hard seeing
Bill. British tabloid frenzy reached new
Moore’s text pieces for that years ‘BJ and the
heights when the UK’s first recorded case of Bear Annual’ as the reasoning behind placing
AIDS, a 49 year-old man, died ten days after him in such esteemed company. The two
being admitted to a London hospital. A
men had however already enjoyed a
Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament march pleasurable and rewarding experience
in the capital attracted over a quarter of a
working on a couple of back up strips for
million people.
‘Doctor Who Weekly’. When Lloyd got the
You can almost reach back and touch the gig with Warrior he had little hesitation in
dissatisfaction, the bubbling undercurrent of suggesting Moore as scribe for the ‘1930’s'
discontent, the scaremongering and the fear, strip. With the potential of earning lucrative
all set against the slow burning soundtrack of amounts from future reprints or collections,
‘Ghost Town’ by the Specials, the UK’s top
creators were encouraged to present ongoing
selling song that June.
high quality arcs that could be collected

together at a later date. Hatched from around
Spring 1981, the strip that would eventually
become ’V for Vendetta’ was conceived from
the onset as a three-act storyline with a finite
ending. Rather than rushing into a launch,
Skinn allowed time for all concerned with
the new venture to develop and hone their
ideas, and a long gestation period began.
Early on Moore dreamed up a character
called ‘Vendetta,’ working in opposition to
rife gangster elements in the 1930’s, yet Lloyd
quickly became set against the original remit
and baulked at the plan, Moore stating that
the artist would ‘rather eat his own arm’ than
reference yet more 1930’s designs. A simple
solution that pleased both was to set the tale
in the near future, with Moore having his
own theories about dystopian narratives,
believing them to say as much about the
times they were written in than anything
else. Both were keen to produce something
uniquely British rather than pander to
American tastes, and there was never any
doubt that the strip would be set in England.
Moore then recalled an earlier rejected
idea of his called ‘The Doll’, concerning a
terrorist character in white face make-up,
which had tenuous similarities to an earlier
idea of Lloyd’s entitled ‘Falconbridge', a onepage sample set in the 1990’s. With these and
other ideas floating about in the ether, Moore
attempted to get a fix on elements to
incorporate, such as Orwell’s Nineteen
Eighty-Four, pulp anti-hero the Shadow,
Robin Hood, Harlan Ellison’s ‘Repent
Harlequin the Tick-Tock Man’ as well as the
‘Night Raven’ strip. He was also busy creating
an environment for the characters, with a
surviving document entitled ‘The Ace of
Shades’ (a working title that came along after
the ‘Vendetta’ character had been
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abandoned) imagining a world where
Michael Foot’s Labour Party would win the
next election, carrying out their pledge not to
deploy American nuclear cruise missiles.
This led to the UK avoiding a ‘direct hit’ in
the inevitable ensuing nuclear war and
‘surviving’, if only after a fashion. With food
shortages, crop failures, the Thames Barrier
broken and whole swathes of London
flooded, people took refuge under a new
army that had risen up and evolved, sorting
out the lawlessness and petty crime. From
out of all this a battered, beaten populace
suddenly found themselves living under a
fascist dictatorship.
It was apparently Skinn and business
partner Graham March who hit upon the title
‘V for Vendetta’, conjuring up wartime
Churchillian ‘Victory’ references as well as
comic strips of the fifties. Moore believed it
to fit perfectly with the main character’s
revenge motivation, now envisioning an
escapee from some kind of concentration
camp. Lloyd meanwhile had been busy
evolving a radical look for the visuals. After
originally being asked to incorporate a ‘V’
symbol into a costume design with a view to
future merchandising opportunities, both
himself and Moore rejected many of the ideas
that followed as ‘too superhero’, sensing a
strip with a much wider potential.
As Moore himself states, ‘the big
breakthrough was all Dave’s’. Explaining his
thinking in an accompanying hand written
scrawl, Lloyd sent Moore some bold new
designs, posing the immediate question
’Why don’t we portray him as a resurrected
Guy Fawkes, complete with mask, cape and
conical hat?’
It was, according to Moore, ’the best idea
I’d heard in my entire life’, tying in perfectly
with his own developing thoughts on both
the character and the future England he
inhabited. Lloyd’s design and accompanying
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notes would provide further defining
moments too, suggesting to the writer they
dispense with sound effects and thought
balloons. Initially terrified by the prospect so
early in his career, Moore soon became
excited by the challenge, stating they should
go further and do away with the vast majority
of caption boxes also. Coupled with the
radical visuals that Lloyd had been
developing, their new strip would enjoy it’s
own distinctly unique feel right from the
start.
‘Me? I’m the king of the Twentieth
Century. I’m the Bogeyman, the Villain…
the black sheep of the family.’
V for Vendetta made its debut, with little
fanfare, in the launch issue of ‘Warrior’ on
page 32, and by the end of its six meagre
pages it had already turned its future fictional
world on it’s head. We’re introduced to the
dystopian nightmare of late 1997 England
through a broadcast from the ‘Voice of Fate’,
informing us of quarantine zones and
continuing meat rations alongside a forecast
of impending rain. Listening in, a lonely
sixteen year old girl readies herself to leave
her tiny, run-down bedsit, the mould and
cracks on her walls in sharp contrast to a
second place we get to visit during the same
broadcast, one with old movie posters and
row upon row of cultured books adorning a
much larger, open space, with a mysterious,
shadowy figure also readying to leave,
donning gloves and a Guy Fawkes mask.
As ‘Parliament’s cold shadow falls on
Westminster Bridge’ we witness the young
girl’s first desperate foray into prostitution,
ignoring the curfew and nervously soliciting
for trade. Unfortunately in her naivety she
choses an undercover police operative, and
other corrupt ‘finger-men’ quickly emerge
from the shadows, intent on raping, then
killing her. Unbelievably she’s rescued by the
sudden appearance of the mysterious masked

man, reciting from Act One of Macbeth as he
quickly kills three of the corrupt officers
before fleeing with the girl under a cloud of
smoke. Out of sight and watching from the
rooftops, both they and the rest of the capital
bear witness to his successful blowing up of
the Houses of Parliament and the defiant
setting off of fireworks. The chapter ends
with the coming of the forecast rain.
The strip immediately stands out from the
rest of the magazine for a number of reasons,
not least its unusual visual impact. In a debut
magazine jam packed with the cream of UK
talent and full of strong visuals, ‘V for
Vendetta’ is a cold hard slab of black on
white, searing into the retina of the reader, its
deep dark blacks set against pure white heat.
No ‘borders’, no line work, even on the
speech balloons. At the moment of its birth it
already seems apart from anything else, even
if, as the creators would later admit, nobody
quite realised the strips full potential just yet.
Story wise the opening chapter employs the
simplest of symmetries, from understated
weather forecast through to the arrival of
rain, yet in between all hell breaks loose.
Nearly four hundred years after a first failed
attempt, Guy Fawkes finally does get to blow
up the Houses of Parliament, and the life of a
young girl, just one of many victims we’ll
come across in this harsh, brutal world of
1997 England, changes irrevocably, ’rescued’
by a strange man in a mask.
But who exactly is that man in a mask?
‘I am the Devil and I come to do the Devil’s
work’.
Terrorist? Freedom fighter? Madman? The
moment of his first masked reveal sees him
immediately labelled ‘the villain’, the first of
many mixed messages that Moore and Lloyd
will send out to the reader. We never ever get
to see his face, with only later suggestions or
hints that he may be black, or Evey’s father,
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or superhuman, or insane. One thing he
certainly is (if indeed V even is a ‘he’ - and the
best of British with those online conspiracy
theories) is an anachronism, boldly
displaying old theatrical posters, literature,
music and other forbidden culture eradicated
by the state in his hidden lair, the Shadow
Gallery. And the young girl he saves from
rape and murder? V for Vendetta will prove
to be many things but perhaps none more so
than Evey Hammond’s own escape from fear,
from being a victim, transformed from scared
child to stoic individual in control of her own
destiny. As early as the fifth chapter she’ll
start taking responsibility for herself, stating
she wants to ‘do something’ to help V. He
never forces her, yet it’s hinted at in his own
reference to Faustian pacts that before
agreeing she may well want to think twice.
Could she in fact be making a deal with the
Devil?
By the third chapter we’ve already moved
on from some straightforward morality play
or the simplistic ‘one man against a corrupt
system’ summaries of Warrior’s own
editorials and cover blurbs. Eric Finch,
leading investigator with ‘The Nose,’
examines the scene after the apparent
abduction of the ‘Voice of Fate’ himself,
Louis Prothero, and the brutal murder of his
police escorts. An experienced ex-CID
officer, Finch is disturbed by the fact that
chest wounds on the victims indicate that the
use of somebody’s own fingers, rather than a
knife or bullet, seem to have been the cause
of death. Years of experience have taught him
that to catch the perpetrator you need to
think as they think, and that’s a prospect that
seems to disturb him greatly. When we next
cut back to the Shadow Gallery, V startles a
still-vulnerable Evey and for one long
moment the smiling face behind the painted
smile seems just that little bit more
unsettling.
What gets even more unsettling as we
progress is the portrayal of the supposed ‘bad
guys’. There’s never any doubt that the UK

has fallen under a brutal dictatorship of a
fascist white elite, whose oppression and
hatred for ethnic, LGBT+ and other
‘minorities’ is relentless and merciless.
Corruption is rife and anybody who is seen as
weak or as the ‘other’ is dealt with ruthlessly.
There’s the leader, Adam Susan, controller of
‘The Head’ and the most powerful man in
England, believing himself to be fulfilling the
destiny of the Nordic race. There’s Derek
Almond who runs ‘The Finger’ described by
Moore as ‘a bully who frightens people and
enjoys frightening them’, not least his own
wife. There’s the sexual predator Bishop
Lillman, preparing for the latest in a long line
of helpless young victims, and Lewis
Prothero, ruthless ex-commander of Larkhill
Resettlement Camp, whose dulcet tones
went on to become the ‘Voice of Fate’.
So far, so good. There are distinguishable
lines being drawn here between ‘good’ and
‘evil’, just as there had been with the wouldbe rapists and murderers from the first
chapter. Hell, these Nazi’s are surely all the
same, right?
Wrong. What moves V for Vendetta into
deeper waters is its ambiguity. Apart from the
question of V’s own motives there’s the
motivation (whether through belief in a
system, or cowardice, or apathy or some
other all too human trait) of the ‘normal’
characters we get to see playing a part in
perpetuating a brutal regime that has a nation
by the throat. There’s ex-CID officer Finch
himself, dedicated to his work and to justice
rather than to any love of fascism. Moore
depicts a man who just wants to do his job
and do it well, with England perhaps
eventually settling down into the nice little
country it used to be. There’s Delia Surridge,
a dedicated academic who ‘worked all hours
as a doctor and cared about people’ before
embarking on a career in Pathology. Not a
‘bad person’ per se, she turns a blind eye to
the atrocities at Larkhill and is repulsed by
the weakness of the prisoners. Then there’s
the repercussions of V’s own violent actions,

with readers immersed in mourning
alongside poor bereaved widow Rosemary
after her ‘one connection to the world’ is
finally and viciously ripped away from her by
the ‘terrorist’s’ own hands.
‘I don’t think he’s out for concessions,
Leader. I think he’s out for blood.’
This ambiguity, these ‘grey’ areas, develop
over time as the storyline develops in clear
contrast to the rigid uniformity of the stark
visuals. V for Vendetta’s world looks so clear
cut, so relentlessly black versus white - yet
the narrative offers up nothing but grey. The
result is a genuine unease, a depth and
ambition rare in comics at this point. Moore
and Lloyd move beyond testing a British
tolerance for ‘yer actual rogue hero’ (think
Robin Hood, Dick Turpin, or maybe comic
character the Spider) and offer up something
much more profound, more disturbing. They
want you to question V’s motivation and
methods while showing the fascists as
ordinary human beings, testing the resolve of
the readership and asking a lot of questions
along the way. Would you, could you, come
down on the side of a supposed ‘terrorist’
who blows up buildings and has no qualms
about killing? All the while, here in its purest
form with those stunning, stark visuals, V for
Vendetta shows not only what the comics
form is capable of, but is something that can
ONLY be conveyed through comics.
What Dez Skinn conceived of as a
straightforward pulp adventure strip quickly
became something else entirely, but what?
Futuristic fable? Love story? Political
polemic? For the author himself V for
Vendetta became a deeply personal ‘dialogue
with myself,’ articulating his own growing
‘romance’ with anarchist thought and of how
the world really works, seeing anarchy and
fascism, rather than capitalism and socialism,
as the true opposing forces in society. The
battleground he offers up is unremittingly
British, from its references to Dixon of Dock
Green, Ralph McTell song lyrics, authentic
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Glaswegian dialects and mob-rule sing-alongs from the clientele of the Kitty Kat
Keller Nightclub, reeking of misogyny,
recrimination, viciously stamping on the
merest hint of anyone breaking rank (‘Roll
out the barrel…for the gang’s…all…here!’). If
these incendiary ingredients made for a more
personal statement, Moore was never in
doubt that V remained very much the work
of two people. In sharp contrast to
‘Marvelman' which had quickly undergone a
change of artists (one early instalment
employing no less than three) Moore
publicly stated that ‘if ever he (Lloyd) should
decide to leave the strip, there is not the
remotest possibility of me working with
anyone else on it.’
Reader response, when it eventually
dropped through Quality’s letterbox, was
almost overwhelmingly positive, even if
some didn’t quite know what to think. ‘The
art to me is strangely disconcerting…’ ran
one, ‘…David Lloyd has such an unusual
detailed style but he does it without outlines.
Incredible, almost weird. It’s all shadow
work… Lord knows why (Lloyd’s art) makes
me feel nervous…but it does.’ A real debate
opened up around V’s real identity, with
most believing him to be Evey’s father. The
theory would later be quashed in the
narrative itself, yet Skinn’s editorial responses
continually hinted at some kind of eventual
reveal, although Lloyd would later confirm
there was never any intention of doing so.
Some readers were quicker than others to get
the point; ‘Quite simply it doesn’t matter
who V is, but what he is.’
By the beginning of Book Two (Issue #13’
- ‘This Vicious Cabaret’) Warrior itself
seemed barely able to contain all the ideas
and creativity. A sumptuous prologue came
set to actual music (all laid out if you’d like to
play along at home kids) which became a
contemporaneous release by fellow
Northampton troubadour and ex-Bauhaus
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band member David J. A later chapter would
come entirely set against interspersed TV
broadcast dialogue, switching from biased
political documentary and inane saucy
sitcom. V as a character becomes more of a
background figure in this second act, with
greater emphasis placed on character studies
of Evey and bereaved widow Rosemary. Just
as the latter has had her world turned upside
down, so too now Evey, the false pretences of
her supposed safe haven are torn away,
leaving her once again vulnerable and alone.
Captured, imprisoned, tortured, ordered to
confess her crimes and to betray V, she
refuses and is told she will be shot. But
locked away in her cell, alone with just a rat
for company, she learns of Valerie.
‘For three years I had roses… and I
apologised to nobody.’
Valerie’s story is easily one of the most
moving if briefest of interludes in the history
of comics. After the regime takeover in 1992
‘rouge’ elements began to be rounded up and
imprisoned, among them Valerie’s partner,
Ruth. Eventually incarcerated herself, rotting
in a cell, another victim of the system, Moore
and Lloyd offer up a touching portrait of one
single human life, someone who, despite the
bullying and intimidation and torture, never
gives up that ‘last inch’ of integrity. She’ll
write her final words, in effect her
autobiography, on toilet paper, pushing it
through the small hole in the wall through to
the adjoining cell in a vain hope of reaching
out and making human contact, of telling
someone, anyone, ‘I love you’. More than one
person will get to read these final words, be
touched and inspired by a life holding on to
its last vestiges of humanity, offering nothing
but love and empathy in its final moments. If
ruthlessly snuffed out by hatred and fear,
here was someone, something, that to the
very end the cold sterile world of fascism
could never break.
Such creative highs were masking real

tensions behind the scenes on Warrior. The
title had continually suffered distribution
problems and although the title continued to
pick up critical acclaim the money remained
tight. The relationship between Skinn and
Moore had steadily began to deteriorate,
even if V for Vendetta remained a shining
beacon of quality and consistency alongside
what towards the end became an increasingly
erratic lineup of strips, some written by
Skinn himself. With subscribers also
complaining of late deliveries and cancelling
their orders, the end finally came with #26 in
early 1985. The two remaining chapters of V
for Vendetta’s second act went unpublished,
with the ending of ‘The Verdict’ the last
anyone would see of V and Evey for years,
both characters frozen in limbo after that one
last full page dramatic reveal in the Shadow
Gallery.
The abrupt ending was a travesty for many
reasons, and not just a lack of resolution.
Beyond Warrior’s own stormy sea of
acrimony and unfulfilled promise, there was
a real sense of this being V for Vendetta in its
purest form, its real home, those short sharp
jabs of monochrome madness unfolding
slowly over time like some slow-burning
ticking bomb, the denouement of which
promised fire and brimstone that would leave
the reader breathless, gasping for air.
The bomb would be left ticking a while
longer yet…
‘Noise is relative to the silence preceding it.
The more absolute the hush, the more
shocking the thunderclap.’
Although Alan Moore would later regret
his dealings with the corporate behemoth
that is DC Comics, V for Vendetta would at
last find a place in the sun there, returning in
a much different guise in 1988. The country
of its birth was in many ways in a worse state,
with a third consecutive Thatcher
administration now making moves to pass
legislation banning the promotion of

homosexuality and hatching plans to trail a
new Community Charge (or Poll Tax) that
would be responsible for the largest outbreak
of civil disobedience ever seen in the country.
The comics industry itself had changed,
and Alan Moore was one of the main culprits.
Now in a post-Dark Knight Returns and postWatchmen era, upon re-entering the fray V
for Vendetta somehow seemed right at
home, as if having merely paused a while to
let the rest of the world catch up with it.
Published from September 1988 through to
May 1989, DC’s ten issue limited series
(labelled ‘for mature readers only’) brought
colourised reprints of the initial Warrior run
and the unpublished last two chapters of
Book Two before finally, in the last three
issues, presenting ‘The Land Of Do-As-YouPlease’, the all-new resolution of Book Three.
A period of seven years had elapsed since
work had first commenced on the series, and
it’s to the creators’ eternal credit that you just
can’t see the join. V was not only able to
enjoy the most satisfying of endings but (as
dictated by the American market) it managed
to successfully navigate a tricky transition
into colour, all under a washed-out pastel
palette fully supervised by Lloyd.
Collected as a trade paperback in 1990, the
strip finally found the form that most would
come to know it, complete with fully
colourised storyline (and the two ‘aside’
chapters (‘Vertigo’ and “Vincent’, the later
with artwork by Tony Weare) along with the
informative ‘Behind the Painted Smile’
background article reprinted from Warrior
#17. The sudden halt to the narrative that had
lasted years suddenly became meaningless,
absorbed into the completed piece
somewhere around page 166. Some North
American readers missed out on many of the
British references, perhaps even the
significance of the Guy Fawkes mask itself,
yet it mattered little; contemporary reviews
from the likes of Rob Rodi in the Comics

Journal marvelled at the scope of a work
which only further cemented Alan Moore’s
growing reputation.
A new lease of life came with the release of
a Warner Brothers film in 2005. Alan Moore’s
own antipathy towards any film adaptation of
his work (of which there are a few) was
already well known by this point, yet the V
for Vendetta film (‘based on the graphic
novel illustrated by David Lloyd’) is
unarguably the best of them. Director James
McTeigue, working from a screenplay by
Matrix writers the Wachowskis’, manages to
provide a taut adventure movie considerably
braver than most Hollywood fare. Leads
Hugo Weaving and Natalie Portman both
give excellent performances as V and Evey
respectively, and there’s an admirable
attempt to include many of the original
elements of the comic, going so far as to
include the short, poignant Valerie subplot
which could so easily have been excised.
However, with the director comparing his
film to ‘other superhero movies’ during prepublicity, alarm bells did start to ring. The
strip concerns itself with the conflict between
fascism and anarchy in England, while the
movie shies away from any mention of a
white supremacist dictatorship. It’s an
admirable if flawed film, best summed up by
Lloyd as ‘a good piece of cinema (that) I
always describe as another version of V.’
What was indisputable was that now more
people than ever bought copies of a new
printing of the book (‘now a major motion
picture’) and discovered the ‘real’ V for the
very first time.
‘We’ve had a string of embezzlers, frauds,
liars and lunatics making a string of
catastrophic decisions. This is plain fact. But
who elected them?’
Today Alan Moore has disowned his
earlier mainstream work, yet at the time V for
Vendetta had clearly been one of his most
personal and favourite pieces of work,

describing himself ’proudest of that strip’ as
the series itself progressed. He’d later admit
to ‘a warm little glow’ when it became
apparent the V mask, after years of staring
out from bookshelves at Waterstones and
elsewhere, became synonymous with the
anti-capitalist Occupy group and adopted by
the Anonymous movement. The adoption
also brought a smile to the face of the man
who’d designed the very thing itself all those
years before; hunted down by an inquisitive
tabloid press as ‘the man behind the mask’,
Lloyd, forever of the belief that the strips
resonance stemmed from a continuing
struggle against tyrannies of any kind,
declared himself ‘more than happy’ to see his
creation now entering the realm of the truly
iconic.
Having reached such a level of public
consciousness V for Vendetta’s lofty perch in
cultural history is assured. Today, in a world
ever more divided and riven by fear-driven
politics and the rhetoric of populist
politicians, its signature notes seem more
prescient than ever. As we move ahead
inexorably towards uncharted waters, it’s
almost as if…you can reach out and touch the
dissatisfaction, the bubbling undercurrent of
discontent, the scaremongering and the fear.
Here’s to England’s Green and Pleasant
Land of 2022 then. Have a good evening.
AUTHOR:
PETER GOULDSON
All Images © DC Comics, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.
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NEW EAGLE
FLIES AGAIN
An Interview with Barrie Tomlinson & Ian Kennedy by Phillip Vaughan

P

hillip Vaughan: Barrie, I wonder if you
could talk to us about the genesis of the
New Eagle?
Barrie Tomlinson: Well, I'd been a reader of
the original Eagle in the 1950’s. I thought it was
an absolutely magical publication. I very much
admired the work of Marcus Morris, who was
the first editor of the Eagle. I learned a lot from
how he presented the publication. As a child
reading it, of course, I didn't realise that one
day I'd be involved with comics myself. So, it
was always my ambition to relaunch Eagle. I
tried on quite a few occasions and went to the
management and said I wanted to relaunch it,
but they said no. Eventually, I persevered, and
they agreed to relaunch it. I knew it would be a
difficult launch because there are so many
people who were readers of the original Eagle,
and I knew they would be standing by to
criticise our new version. I made it very clear
that our version was a publication for the
readers of that day, not for the original readers.
So, we tried to bring a new look to comics by
introducing photos stories into the publication,
which of course did not really please the artists
that we were normally using. People like Ian
were saying, 'they're trying to get rid of me
with photographs and that's not a good idea!'.
Fortunately, that idea with photographs didn't
last very long. I thought it was something we
should try because children were watching a
lot of television and I thought photo stories
were the nearest we could get to that.
Phillip Vaughan: That brings me on to the next
question, the new Dan Dare, how did that come
about and how did you get Ian involved?
Barrie Tomlinson: Well, I asked him very
nicely! Of course, we had to have Dan Dare in
the New Eagle, there were only two things that
we kept from the original one; the centre
spread cutaway drawings and Dan Dare, and I
wanted to keep him as near to the original Dan
as possible without quite being the same. We
looked at various storylines, I think I wrote the
first episode for the New Eagle and then
handed it over to others after that, but it was
important that we had very good artists and

very good writers on the top story in the
publication
Phillip Vaughan: Ian, can you tell us about
how you became the artist on Dan Dare?
Ian Kennedy: Well, I suppose really it was a
result of a car accident as much as anything. I
had this bad accident which had put me out of
action for some time and apparently, I think
there were problems at the production end and
things weren't going very smoothly, that was
the impression I got anyway, and I was
approached by Barrie - would I like to take on
Dan Dare? It was around that time that I was
really beginning to recoup, so I decided yes, it’s
as good a time as any and it was a very
attractive subject with all the NASA business,
all the Apollo rockets going off into space etc.
Of course, we were all very aware of this and
me being rather aeronautical in my approach, it
just sounded right so I grabbed the chance
while it was going.
Phillip Vaughan: Did you see any of the New
Eagle before you started working on it? Were you
aware of the photo stories that Barrie was talking
about?
Ian Kennedy: I saw one or two bits and
pieces which, to be quite honest, as an artist,
I'm always very, very wary of, of criticising
other folk’s work. But put it this way, it wasn’t
running on the wavelength that I felt it should
be. It was almost retrospective, rather than
looking towards the future, I felt that the future
was what we should be concentrating on.
Phillip Vaughan: The comic itself had quite
high production values compared to some of
the other comics of the time. Did you have to
fight for that kind of printing and the full colour
spreads that Ian was working on?
Barrie Tomlinson: Yes, we were fortunate
that we had offset printing. That meant we
could use more colour. That gave the
publication a better look than the average
comic. I think it's worth also mentioning that
we gave it a tremendous launch. We had a great
big PR event at the Waldorf Hotel in London,
where we invited along all the media to see the

first issue. I went along to have a look at the
Waldorf when I was told that the flooring was
particularly strong, and it could take an
enormous weight. So, I hired a minivan to
make a spectacular appearance with the
wrestler Big Daddy sitting on the bonnet,
holding the first issues. We also had the
trumpeters of the Royal Artillery, to give it a
great fanfare, and we had a large screen on
which the Mekon appeared and made all sorts
of threats. Much to everybody's surprise, the
minivan burst through that screen with Big
Daddy saying, 'here they are, the first issues', so
it was very spectacular! We had special
cocktails created, Mekon cocktails, and gave
them to all the media, and then gave them lots
of computer games to play with while they
were waiting for the events to start. So, it was a
major launch and the biggest thing we've ever
done in children's comics. That gave it a great
big send off, I think, and got the media on our
side, because there were obviously a lot of
people waiting to criticise it. But we overcame
that, and the launch was a good one.
Phillip Vaughan: I do remember there were
even TV adverts as well. I think it also got the
interest of dads who bought the original Eagle in
the 1950’s. It was almost like passing it on to a
new generation.
Barrie Tomlinson: Yes, indeed. One of the
secrets of having a successful comic is to make
sure that the dad is a reader as well. If dad is a
reader, he won't mind it being bought with the
newspapers and delivered every week. So,
getting the dads on our side was half the battle.
Ian Kennedy: Yes, I agree with you Barrie
because as everyone knows, I'm a Commando
cover artist and of course, I get bags full of
comp copies of Commando, and I'll give them
to a neighbour whose grandson absolutely
loves them. And the other person who really
loves them, is the grandson's dad, a middleaged man, which bears out exactly what you've
just said!
Phillip Vaughan: The market has changed
significantly from the 1980’s. We have seen the
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rise of computers and digital comics. There is just
not the same quantity of British comics on the
shelfs in the newsagents as there was.
Ian Kennedy: Very, very much so, that's the
sad thing, I think of as much as anything.
Working at the drawing board, for instance, I
use the computer a lot, as a research tool, when
I want a picture of a particular aeroplane or a
particular item, I tend to Google it. But
nevertheless, I'm much happier if I could go to
my cupboard behind me and take out a book
and have it sitting on the drawing board beside
me, working from that. And the same thing of
course, can be said about the comics.
Phillip Vaughan: Barrie, you would be more
aware than anyone I suppose, of the sales
figures and how much of an impact they had.
The New Eagle became kind of merger proof in
a way, everything would merge into the New
Eagle, not the other way around. So, it survived
for 12 years. Did you see a shift as the years
went on, when you were the Group Editor at
IPC?
Barrie Tomlinson: It's amazing how much
the comics meant to people, when they read
the comics originally as kids, that still today,
maybe 50 years afterwards, they still remember
the comics in great detail. On my Twitter
account, I have so many people getting in
touch with me talking about comics and they
remember far more than I do about them. But I
think they made an impact because there
wasn't a great deal of competition. In those
days, comics were the main thing in your
children's life, and they look forward every
week for their rattling of the letterbox of a
comic coming through with the morning
newspaper. So, it was a great responsibility we
had because we were certainly an important
ingredient in a child's life. And it's tremendous
that they still remember them with fond
memories.
Ian Kennedy: Yes, to emphasise your point
Barrie of the importance of comics, in a young
person's life. Years ago, I remember reading a
headline in the local newspaper stating that
teachers say, 'bring back the comic'. That's
really where the children started to read, then
they gravitated to much more serious reading.
And obviously it made life a bit easier for the
teacher.
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Phillip Vaughan: A lot of schools now have a
graphic novel/comics section that that didn't exist
when I was when I was a kid. We were lucky
enough to have a range of DC Thomson’s and
IPC comics appearing on a regular basis. That’s a
lot of work to produce, weekly. How was it from
your point of view Barrie, commissioning the
work, and Ian, how was it for you producing the
work on such a tight schedule?
Barrie Tomlinson: It was a tight schedule,
but we always had the cooperation of our
freelance contributors. I mean, Ian was always
wonderful at delivering artwork on time. But
there were one or two artists who had excuses
and they go through that book of excuses and
always come up with the most bizarre reasons
why they're late. They left the artwork on the
train or the cat ate it or whatever!
Phillip Vaughan: Ian, you've always told me
that you made sure not to take on too much
work.
Ian Kennedy: Exactly. Our good friend and
editor Dave Hunt would phone me up asking if
I could take on something. Without hesitation,
I'm afraid I had to say no. He said, he envisaged
me sitting with my diary on the drawing board
beside me. But it wasn't, it was really just an
instinct. I suppose experience had a lot to do
with it, but I knew right away, yes, I could
either do it, or I can't. And I'm not going to let
the editor down by just by saying I will and
then failing.
Phillip Vaughan: Even as a reader we were
aware of this, because there was rarely any fillin episodes where other artists had to come in.
I think on other strips that just had to happen
by necessity. Sometimes artwork even going
missing.
Barrie Tomlinson: Yes, that sometimes
happened, but I was very strict on
timekeeping. All my publications were
delivered on time to the printer, Scream was
the only exception. All the rest of them were
always on time and it was something I felt very
strongly about because if you got the
timekeeping sorted out, then the quality could
remain the same, but if you started stretching
things too much, then the quality might drop a
bit.
Phillip Vaughan: Eventually, for budget
reasons, the New Eagle reverted to poorer

quality letterpress printing. Ian, how did that
impact on you?
Ian Kennedy: That was one of one of the
things that I enjoyed most when I started out
on the New Eagle was the fact that my colours
were reproduced faithfully in the comic itself,
on good quality paper. At that time, I made
acquaintance with acrylic colours, which I have
used continually since then, playing around
with them in various ways. In fact, I still
experiment with them. But the beauty was that
the original New Eagle printed those results, as
they left my drawing board, which was
extremely satisfying as an artist.
Phillip Vaughan: I think everyone was always
slightly disappointed by the fact that it eventually
went to letterpress printing. However, there was
an upside, as I don’t think the photo stories
resonated with the readers as much as you
wished them to. When the New Eagle went to
letterpress, and it was all hand-drawn stories, I
actually think the quality of the strips improved,
because you didn't have the limitations of the
photo stories.
Barrie Tomlinson: I think photo stories
were a good experiment to try, but boys
adventure stories did not really lend
themselves to photographs. Particularly as in
those days, we didn't have computers to do the
special effects. Everything had to be done by
sticking it down by hand onto a piece of
artwork. So, an adventure story just wasn't
suited to photographs, we started to feel that,
and the readers certainly indicated to us that
they wanted to go back to drawn stories. And
that's what we did.
Phillip Vaughan: Around this time, you started
to collaborate a little bit more closely together. Ian
would often be the lead artist at the start of a new
story, and either design the characters or do the
first episode. It happened across the whole run of
the New Eagle and on other publications as
well.
Barrie Tomlinson: That's right. Yes, it was
important that we had a top artist to visualise
the characters. I used Ian on a number of
occasions to do that. That worked very well.
Ian Kennedy: As the artist, the most
important thing was that the script sparks the
artist off. I was lucky enough to be able to work
on scripts that as soon as I read the first

paragraph, I knew where I was and then I was
tuned in and switched on.
Barrie Tomlinson: It's amazing how nice it is
to write scripts these days with the computer.
Of course, you can make alterations very easily.
In the old days when we had a manual
typewriter, every different alteration had to be
rubbed or tippexed out and it took ages and
ages. What I used to do was to amend the
scripts and type single lines out again and paste
those on to the original script then do a
photocopy of the whole thing, but it took ages.
Now with a computer it flows so well, and you
can alter anything you like and it's so easy.
Phillip Vaughan: And Ian, I know you use a
computer in the production of your work because
you don't send the physical artwork to publishers
anymore, you scan it.
Ian Kennedy: Nowadays doing any work at
all, I use the scanner and I send in a scan of the
finished artwork and that's perfectly
acceptable.
Phillip Vaughan: The technology does have
its uses even though sometimes it's incredibly
frustrating, but back in the old days you had to
send the artwork through the post; that must
have been quite nerve wracking, to package it
up and hope for the best. You must have had
your fingers crossed that it all arrived in one
piece! Did you ever have any disasters when
work turned up damaged or any other
incidents?
Barrie Tomlinson: We had great problems
during the Falklands war, when we had artists
who were based in Argentina, and it was very
difficult to get scripts to them and the artwork
from them. But we used to send the scripts
from London to Italy, from Italy to Brazil and
Brazil to Argentina. Then the same path back.
It took a quite a long time, but it continued
working, I think we did not lose anything at all!
Ian Kennedy: That's miraculous to be quite
honest! Nowadays of course I exist mainly on
private commissions, parcel them up and go to
the post office, but it brings back memories of
these great big centres spreads I used to do for
you - I'm constantly amazed today just how
they got to you pretty much undamaged!
Barrie Tomlinson: Yes, I mean once we got
the artwork in from an artist, we had to send it

off again to have it lettered, so again it was in
the post which these days you would be
desperately worried about, great big pieces of
artwork floating around the mail system, but
genuinely that seemed to work okay.
Phillip Vaughan: It's a miracle that it worked
so well considering you were both at different
ends of the country, not just the delivery, but the
way that you would work together, because you
didn't have emails to communicate with, so you'd
have to phone and talk...
Ian Kennedy: I don't know what it was we
just somehow or other gelled. That was it, we
just began to instinctively realise and know just
what the other one was on about.
Phillip Vaughan: So, what was like to work in
comics at that time, and do you both have any
lasting memories of your time working together
on the New Eagle?
Ian Kennedy: Well, being into aeronautics,
so to speak, I visited Farnborough air show
annually dragging my wife Gladys with me,
although she was not the least bit interested,
but we combined it with a visit to London and
of course a visit to Amalgamated Press and
then IPC at Kings Reach Tower, although I
remember it being described as Kings Retch
Tower at one point! I can't remember who
actually used the term, but they were obviously
having a bad day! But on these nice visits of
course, I met your good self, Dave Hunt, Dez
Skinn, Dave Gregory and Kelvin Gosnell. I met
workmates but, in the meantime, I was also
forging friendships, which today is an example
of.
Barrie Tomlinson: It was always a great
pleasure to meet the contributors because we
did not see them very often. When they came
to the office, it was always a bit of a special
occasion, and we always had a good chat. And
hopefully occasionally a good lunch!
Ian Kennedy: One last one last thought has
just crossed my mind. Could we have staggered
on until today? The New Eagle, that is!
Phillip Vaughan: I think there were inroads
into reflecting contemporary culture, the
Computer Warrior story springs to mind, which
was tapping into the video games market that
was emerging in the 80s. I know Ian drew a few
episodes of that story as well, when it first started.

Barrie Tomlinson: We were trying to keep
ahead of the times, or up with the times and we
had a very good relationship with the readers,
and they would often tell us what they wanted
to see in the publication. And we would act
upon that. If a reader went to the effort of
filling in a voting coupon or went to the effort
of writing to us, putting in an envelope, putting
a stamp on it, and sending it to us, it was
obviously very important to that reader and I
always tried to make sure that we
acknowledged all the letters we received so
that we were always producing stories that the
children wanted to see.
Ian Kennedy: I agree with that
wholeheartedly. If anyone takes even the
trouble to email me about anything, even the
most trivial of things, I always feel I must
answer that email.
Phillip Vaughan: Both of you, Barrie on
Twitter and Ian on Facebook, have embraced
social media, you are both quite active on those
two platforms, which is quite interesting, that
kind of direct communication you can have there.
Ian Kennedy: I think Barrie will agree with
me in that we've had a wonderful life, doing
what we've done, the most satisfactory happy
life, and we've made a living out of it as well. As
far as Kennedy is concerned, it's time to put
something back into it. It’s payback time.
Barrie Tomlinson: I think I had the best job
in the world. I was very lucky.
Phillip Vaughan: Thank you both for your
time!
Barrie Tomlinson on Twitter:
@BarrieEditor1
Ian Kennedy on Facebook:
Search ‘The Art of Ian Kennedy’
Phillip Vaughan on Twitter:
@phillipbvaughan
AUTHOR:
PHILLIP VAUGHAN
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CAMELOT

3000

It is the dawn of the fourth millennia and with the human population of Earth under
threat of extinction in the wake of a deadly alien invasion, it falls upon some of the
planet’s most celebrated legendary heroes: King Arthur Pendragon and the
Knights of the Round Table to save the world in its time of direst need.

S

uch was the premise of DC’s
Camelot 3000. Written by
American Mike W. Barr and
illustrated by a Brit, Brian Bolland, its
appearance proved to be one of the comic
book highlights of 1982.
RESURRECTION
From the outset it is clear readers are in
for an action-packed and memorable
adventure. In the first part, with Earth in a
state of crisis, a young man, Thomas
Prentice, inadvertently awakens the long
dormant King Arthur as he retreats into a
cave in Glastonbury to escape the threat
from the (unusually entirely unnamed)
alien species. “How many nights has slept
Arthur Pendragon, King of Britain, Lord
of the Roman Empire?” he exclaims,
before saving Tom’s life by killing all the
aliens in the vicinity.
And Arthur does not come alone. Soon
he travels to Stonehenge where he is able
to resurrect the great wizard, Merlin (“You
have been heard, Arthur, son of Uther and
answered…by Merlin, son of the Devil!”)
who is in turn able to resurrect all the
other key figures from the age of Camelot.
However, unlike Arthur who has simply
been asleep during the ensuring period,
the others have all been reincarnated and

are still alive. With their memories of
Camelot now fully restored, they
effectively come back to life within their
host bodies.
Arthur’s beloved Queen Guinevere, for
example, now takes the form of the leader
of Earth’s defence forces. Sir Lancelot is a
wealthy French businessman. Sir Percival,
oddly, is a Neo-Man, a member of a race of
thuggish ex-criminals who have been
genetically altered to become “virtually
brainless servants of the powers that be.”
Sir Tristan, meanwhile, returns, much to
his own personal anguish in the physical
form of a woman, an issue we will return
to later. They are soon joined by a black
South African Sir Gawain and Sir Kay and
Sir Galahad recruited in New Chicago and
Japan respectively. Although some aspects
of the storyline might seem problematic to
21st century readers, the cast of Camelot
3000 is, to its credit, surprisingly ethnically
diverse for a DC title produced in 1982.
In time, it emerges that the alien forces
are being led by Morgan Le Fay, Arthur’s
sexy but malevolent half-sister.
We also learn that Arthur and his
Knights are sorely needed as the human
leadership in the year 3000 is sorely lacking
divided between a cowboy-like US

president (a stereotype, well-suited to the
era of Reagan and J.R Ewing), self-serving
Soviet and Chinese counterparts (“I shall
carry out my countrymen’s will…which
coincidentally is also my will,”) a
narcissistic African dictator, representing
the Third World and a duplicitous leader of
the UN, Jordan Matthew, who turns out to
be almost entirely under the influence of
Morgan Le Fay.
Not that the new Camelot is exactly
untroubled in itself. Not only do several
knights have trouble accepting both
Percival’s status and Tristan’s gender (“By
God, serving with a woman is bad enough,
but I’ll not treat a Neo-Man as my equal!”)
but Lancelot and Guinevere are soon
showing signs of renewing the dangerous
liaison which caused Camelot so many
problems the first time round. Traitors are
everywhere.
Such internal problems which
incorporate a full-blown renewal of Arthur
and Guinevere’s marital vows with a Royal
Wedding which at least in its initial happy
early stages seems to draw inspiration from
the then recent real life nuptials of Prince
Charles and Lady Diana Spencer in July
1981, initially prove such a distraction that
it’s easy to forget a full-blown alien
invasion of the Earth is occurring at all.
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A NEW KIND OF COMIC
Blessed with a clever, well-researched
script from Mike W. Barr and wonderful,
inspired visuals from the talented Brian
Bolland, Camelot 3000 was a welldeserved critical and commercial success.
The publication was unusual for a
number of other reasons. With its
occasional references to sex, transgender
issues and lesbianism, it was the first, or
certainly one of the first, direct sales comic
title mainstream comic book to be targeted
directly at an adult audience. It was also
the first comic-book series to be produced
as a twelve-part maxi-series. Whereas
mini-series usually comprising four parts
were much more common, a twelveepisode saga with a proper ending was far
more unusual. The story was also a rarity
in that it had no other connection to any
other contemporary, ongoing stories in the
world of DC Comics. In this, it
foreshadowed another noteworthy DC
graphic novel saga of the 1980s, Alan
Moore and Dave Gibbons’ Watchmen.
But, unlike Watchmen, it was also unusual
for a DC title in that it featured no
superheroes at all. Add to all that, the fact
that it was printed on high quality Baxter
paper, then it is easy to see why Camelot
3000 might have stood out from the crowd.
LIFE OF BRIAN
For artist, Brian Bolland, the
opportunity to work on such a title for DC
Comics had been a dream come true. Born
in Lincolnshire in 1951, Bolland had been a
DC fan since childhood.
Speaking in 2021, Bolland, who
developed a rare artistic talent had enjoyed
a varied career since his early twenties.
“I’d started in 1975 as a professional
comic artist producing, along with Dave
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Gibbons, an African super-hero comic,
Powerman, exclusively for distribution in
Nigeria,” he remembers. “Then on to some
work for DC Thomson, based in Scotland
and quite a bit of work for 2000AD,
advertising work and illustrations. Even
before that many other things including
light-porn (it was the tail-end of the 60s)
for the underground mags like Oz.”
By the late 1970s, Brian Bolland was
becoming widely noticed, notably
establishing himself as one of the greatest
of the many artists to illustrate 2000AD’s
flagship story, Judge Dredd from 1977
onwards. Bolland was instrumental in
creating such enduring Dredd characters
as Judge Death and Psi Judge Cassandra
Anderson who he modelled on Blondie
musician, Debbie Harry. Even today many
consider Brian Bolland to be the definitive
Judge Dredd artist.
But for 2000AD readers, it was too good
to last.
For Prog 244 published at the end of
December 1981, Bolland drew the final
episode of the Judge Dredd saga,
Blockmania. Although Bolland has
produced many images of Dredd for covers
and reprint publications in the years since,
this would be the last Judge Dredd story he
would ever do.
“Bolland’s departure started a trend for
2000AD artists to look across the Atlantic
in search of fresh work and better terms,”
wrote David Bishop in his history of
2000AD, Thrill-Power Overload. “The
talent drain still plagues the comic now,
decades later.”
THE ROAD TO CAMELOT
Bolland was delighted with his next job.
“It was a fan-boy dream to have a
permanent gig at DC,” he said to us in

2021. “Having agreed to it I was open to
anything DC threw at me. In this case a
futuristic take on the King Arthur story
written by Mike W. Barr and edited by Len
Wein who I’d befriended a couple of years
earlier. It was a 12 issue direct-sales maxiseries on Baxter Paper. How could I
refuse?”
He explains: “I hadn’t met or heard of
Mike W. Barr until I was asked to draw
Camelot. In 1982, DC paid for me to fly
over to the States, visit their New York
offices and then go on to the San Diego
Comicon. I met Mike there. We did the
interview for Comics Scene (a magazine
unrelated to the recent, much-loved title,
Comic Scene). DC was keen on the
promotion and publicity. Back at home in
London, the scripts arrived by post. Mike
and I had quite a few hilarious lengthy
phone conversations.”
For Ohio-born writer, Mike W. Barr, an
editor at DC, Camelot 3000 had been the
culmination of an idea he had first had
while at college. He was pleased by the
recruitment of Brian Bolland stating later
that “as one of King Arthur’s own
countrymen, Brian would defuse any
grumbling about an American company
publishing a story about Britain’s greatest
hero.” Not to mention the fact (and Barr
did mention it): Brian Bolland’s visuals
were great. But there were issues:
“The greatest challenge for me was the
monthly deadline,” Bolland admitted to us
in 2021. “That was nothing new though…
Dave Gibbons has always managed
deadlines with ease. I’m slower and each
month the final pages were drawn
overnight with no sleep. With Camelot
3000, I was again pushed for time and my
work mostly took me past midnight. In
fact, my most productive time was
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n Brian Bolland at work
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between midnight and 6am. The other
thing was that, for the first time, my
pencils were being inked by someone
other than me. Bruce Patterson and then
Terry Austin. Even so I pencilled the pages
in a very finished way leaving nothing to
chance.”
He continued: “I think I’ve already
hinted that I’m not the quickest artist. I
was pencilling the heck out of the artwork
as the later issues came along. There
needed to be a big finish to the story. DC
could see that issues 11 and 12 were going
to be coming in late so they rescheduled
them. 12 was very late and DC readvertised the release of that final issue.”
GENDER ISSUES
Excellent though it is, perhaps
inevitably, some aspects of Camelot 3000
have aged better than others. Some might
find some of the semi-medieval dialogue a
bit hard to take (“Do I take thy words
correctly? Does this structure fly?”) Also,
despite being set more than a thousand
years hence many of the hairstyles and
outfits have a recognisably 1980s sheen to
them.
In fact, with a few exceptions, the world
of Camelot 3000 is surprisingly nonfuturistic bearing in mind when it’s
supposed to be set. Institutions such as the
UN (only 37 years old when the comics
came out) and the US presidency still exist
while characters make reference to the
20th century western actor, Roy Rogers
and read paperback copies of the 1970 scifi novel, The Muller-Fokker Effect by John
Sladek. Given that such events as an alien
invasion or the magical resurrection of the
Knights of the Round Table are not reliant
on any futuristic technology being
developed on Earth with only a few minor
alterations, Camelot 3000 could just as

easily have been set in the year 2000 as
3000. One imagines the creators chose a far
future setting specifically to put some
distance between the characters in their
own story and those from the wider DC
Universe. Whatever perils Earth might
face, there is never any danger any familiar
faces like Superman or Batman will
suddenly turn up to save the day.
One aspect of the storyline does leap out
and grab the attention of any 21st century
reader, however: Sir Tristan’s
transformation into a woman. This
development serves as a major element of
the story and in some ways, in the light of
21st century transgender debates makes
Camelot 3000 seem ahead of its time. Sir
Tristan quickly grows angry at being
patronised by men and clearly is unhappy,
feeling like a man trapped in a woman’s
body.
But in many respects this aspect of the
story seems a bit unsatisfactory to 21st
century readers. Tristan refuses to accept
they are a woman and refuses to be called
by any female name. Sir Tristan resists
romantic (or at least sexual) overtures from
the character of Tom and ignores his
arguments that she is a woman. Ultimately,
Tristan submits to wearing a dress and
settles into a lesbian relationship with old
flame, Isolde.

produced in any other time period either
or afterwards, it would undoubtedly have
been a very different story.
CLASSIC STATUS
Ultimately, Camelot 3000 would prove a
big success. Writer Mike W. Barr and
artist, Brian Bolland have continued to
work long into the 21st century. Barr has
stated that while some interest in creating a
TV series based on the strip, entitled
‘Pendragon,” this never came to anything.
For Bolland, the story led directly to the
greatest moment of his professional career:
collaboration with Alan Moore on the
acclaimed Batman adventure, The Killing
Joke.
Camelot 3000 was undeniably a product
of its times but remains a rich, layered and
rewarding piece of work, both
exhaustively and beautifully illustrated and
thoroughly entertaining.
AUTHOR:
CHRIS HALLAM

Although in some ways groundbreaking for a 1980s comic, it seems
doubtful this outcome would satisfy many
modern trans readers, particularly as
Tristan and Isolde’s lesbian relationship is
presented in a way that (like Morgan Le
Fay’s outfits) often seems designed to
deliberately titillate the male heterosexual
reader.
But it is always worth remembering,
Camelot 3000 was a child of the Eighties.
Just like anything else, had it been
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MARVELMAN
It was a marvel. Some might even say, a miracle.

A

new high-quality comic. A new
kind of superhero for the
Britain of the 1980s. A talented,
young writer, bursting with ideas. The
comic was Warrior. The story was
Marvelman. The writer was one Alan
Moore. Was it all too good to be true?
A KICK UP THE EIGHTIES
Warrior seemed to have everything. A
high moral tone was adopted by the
opening ‘Freedom’s Road’ editorial from
founder, Dez Skinn which evoked the
spirit of President John F. Kennedy. In
ambition and spirit, Warrior came close to
recapturing the high-minded mood of the
Eagle comic on its launch in 1950. This was
in itself something of a coup. For the first
edition of the new 60p monthly published
by Quality Communications had arrived in
March 1982, a few weeks before the launch
of the newly revived Eagle.
Sadly, as we now know, Warrior’s
journey was to prove a short one. Indeed,
just like the presidency of John F. Kennedy
which Skinn had alluded to in the first
issue, Warrior would come to a premature
end after just two years and ten months.
But, in the meantime, there was much
to be excited about. This was evident from
the opening pages of the very first story:
Marvelman.
A HERO REBORN
Written by Alan Moore with stunning
artwork by Garry Leach, Marvelman told
the story of Michael Moran, a journalist
whose sleep is haunted by strange,
troubling dreams. When Mike is caught up
in an attempted criminal plutonium
seizure while covering the opening of a
nuclear power plant, his destiny catches up
with him in a flash.
Suddenly, Mike remembers the magic
word which has always eluded him in his

dreams: “KIMOTA” and is transformed
into a very different “MM”, an all-powerful
superhero who has somehow lain dormant
within him for twenty years. Having made
short work of the wannabe plutonium
hijackers, he flies triumphantly into space.
“I’m Marvelman…I’m back!” he
exclaimed.
For Marvelman was not a new character
at all. As with 2000AD five years earlier,
Warrior had resurrected a comic hero
from the 1950s - albeit a much less well
known one than Dan Dare - to help launch
itself. Created by Mike Anglo in 1954, “The
Mightiest Man in the Universe” had been
produced essentially to fill the void left by
US comic Captain Marvel which was being
discontinued, after facing legal action over
its own similarity to DC’s Superman. Mick
Anglo’s Marvelman had a good run in its
own right lasting for over 300 issues until
1963. However, by the time Warrior came
along in 1982, it is fair to say most readers
had, like Mike Moran himself, completely
forgotten about Marvelman. Or more
likely, never heard of him in the first place.
It had been Dez Skinn’s idea to revive
the character, later explaining “given the
difference between a brand-new character
who would sell no more copies, or a
somewhat forgotten character who might
sell about a dozen more,” he might as well
go for the latter. He initially offered the
story to Steve Parkhouse and then Steve
Moore, both of whom declined. Moore
then recommended Alan Moore for the
strip. The two friends were unrelated:
most people working for Warrior seem to
have been called ‘Steve,’ ‘Alan’ or ‘Moore.’
At any rate, the revived Marvelman
quickly established itself as the most
popular story in Warrior. Readers were
blown away by the new maturity Alan
Moore established within what could so
easily have been just another silly

superhero tale. In one scene, Mike’s wife
Liz – herself a beautifully realised female
character rare in comics at the time –
struggling to adjust to the fact that the
apparently ordinary man she has been
married to suddenly has a fantastical and
to some extent ridiculous back story,
playfully makes fun of her husband’s
superhero past:
“I’m sorry Mike…but that’s such a
bloody stupid story!” she exclaims. “Can’t
you see it? An astrophysicist pops up and
tells you ‘the key harmonic of the universe’
which just happens to turn you into a
muscle-man in a blue leotard?”
Forced to relate a narrative which
includes villains such as Firebug and Young
Nastyman, Mike concedes: “Damn it, it
does sound silly in 1982, but in the Fifties it
made perfect sense.” Eventually, he loses
his temper completely.
“Damn you Liz, you’re laughing at my
life!!” Mike explodes, shattering a solid oak
floor as he strikes it in anger.
And soon things get very serious for the
couple indeed as Mike is reunited with
Jonathan Bates, the onetime Kid
Marvelman, now the owner of Sunburst
Cybernetics. Liz is impressed, telling
Mike: “I think he’s fascinating, magnetic
and quite sexy in a sinister sort of way.
Lucky for you, I prefer ugly men.”
But Mike senses something else about
him “like the tread of a stalking tiger.”
Unbelievably, the head of a vast,
multinational organisation turns out to be
the physical embodiment of pure evil. The
two are soon engaged in an epic
showdown, killing Bates’ Adam and the
Ants-loving assistant Stephanie in the
process (“her insides have turned to water.
She is only human.”).
This, was, in fact, only the beginning of
the problems the Morans would face.
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Before long, Liz would become pregnant
(but who would be the father? Her
husband, Mike or Marvelman?), face
abduction and would encounter the
ruthless villain, Dr. Gargunza.
But readers would have to be patient. As
it turned out, Moore would not bring the
saga to a close for another seven years.
THE MAKING OF MOORE
The year 1982 was many different things
to many different people. But it may well
have the defining year in the career of Alan
Moore.
At the end of 1981, Alan Moore had had
nine Tharg’s Futureshocks published in
2000AD, one story in Star Wars Monthly
and five more stories in Doctor Who
Magazine. Having bravely quit his job at
the Northampton gas board shortly before
the birth of his daughter Leah in 1978,
Moore was showing signs of expanding
beyond the witty cartoon strips he had
initially started his comics career writing
and illustrating for heavy metal magazines
like Dark Star and Sounds at the end of the
1970s. He was making useful connections
(frequently collaborating with future V for
Vendetta artist David Lloyd for his Doctor
Who work) and was clearly making a name
for himself (2000AD’s Alan Grant had
recognised he was “a fucking good
writer”). But he had a family to support
and was growing frustrated: "I really, really
wanted a regular strip. I didn't want to do
short stories ... But that wasn't what was
being offered. I was being offered short
four or five-page stories where everything
had to be done in those five pages.”
The year 1982 changed everything. By
1983, the double whammy of V For
Vendetta and Marvelman had transformed
Moore into a comics superstar and a hot
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property. Moore had written the two best
stories in one of Britain’s best new comics.
As the man who had created the
“psychotic cyborg” Axel Pressbutton
during his early cartooning days, he could
also claim to have co-created the third, as
that character had been developed into a
full-length story by Steve Moore and Steve
Dillon.
Alan Moore now had offers everywhere
as Warrior and Moore himself dominated
the UK segment of the 1983 Eagle Awards.
"I remember that what was generally
happening was that everybody wanted to
give me work, for fear that I would just be
given other work by their rivals,” Moore
recalled. “So everybody was offering me
things."
Still, a prolific Futureshocker, Moore
now got his own story, Midlands-based
extra-terrestrial fantasy, Skizz in 2000AD
and began the wonderfully surreal The
Bojeffries Saga in Warrior. Inevitably,
Moore now started getting offers from the
U.S and 1983 was also the year which saw
the start of his work on Swamp Thing for
DC.
The Ballad of Halo Jones, The Killing
Joke and Watchmen were all just around
the corner. Alan Moore was on his way.
ONCE WERE WARRIOR
Back at Warrior, there were problems,
however. Excellent as the end result was,
Garry Leach was taking so long to produce
art for Marvelman, that he soon had to
quit, having produced only around twenty
pages. He was replaced by Alan Davis who
had contributed to a one-off Marvelman
strip, ‘Yesterday’s Gambit’ which had
featured in issue 4. Leach continued to
illustrate another strip, Warpsmith, one of
four Marvelman-themed stories to feature

in Warrior alongside Big Ben, Young
Marvelman and a Marvelman Family story.
The two Alans, Moore and Davis initially
worked well together, later creating alien
hellraisers, D.R. and Quinch for 2000AD.
Worse was to come. In 1983, Quality
Comics produced a Marvelman Special.
This drew the attention of Marvel Comics
who felt this infringed upon their
trademark. The story of Marvelman
entered a period of legal wrangling from
which it has never really emerged.
In August 1984, the Marvelman story ‘…
And Every Dog Has Its Day’ appeared in
Warrior issue 21. It ended on a particularly
exciting cliff-hanger. But readers would
have to wait until 1986 to see it resolved.
Marvelman would never appear in Warrior
again.
Editor Dez Skinn took to publishing his
ongoing correspondence with Marvel’s
lawyers (for example, “We have no desire
whatsoever to be confused with your
client’s publications, the majority of which
began publication after our own”)
mischievously publishing the lawyers’
address in the comic as well.
But the loss of Warrior’s most popular
strip was a fatal blow to a comic which had
never sold well enough anyway. There had
been other problems from the start.
Although initially impressive, the comic
had always had something of an identity
crisis. Why, for example, had such an unwar-like comic ever been called Warrior?
Not all of the stories inside had been of the
same calibre as Marvelman either. Paul
Neary’s Madman provoked controversy
with Neary himself becoming embroiled in
an ugly spat on the comic’s letters’ page.
There had been some internal wrangling
too. Artist Alan Davis had fallen out with
Skinn, after Warrior had been unable to

pay him. Davis had also fallen out with
Alan Moore who was now a star of the
comics world and had taken on well-paid
work writing DC’s Swamp Thing.
Relations between Alan Moore and Dez
Skinn were also deteriorating.
Warrior was by now a sorry shadow of
its former self with only Moore’s own V
For Vendetta still worth reading.
In February 1985, the 26th issue of
Warrior came out, its cover a clever
homage to the Eagle comic of the 1950s.
But it was to prove to be the very last issue.

Zenith. Much of this was undeniably down
to Alan Moore’s Watchmen, a comic which
changed comics forever. But the seeds of
Watchmen undeniably lay in Alan Moore’s
Marvelman, the story which alongside V
for Vendetta saw Alan Moore achieve
creative maturity and enabled him to
become the major world-renowned British
comic-creating powerhouse we know
today.
AUTHOR:
CHRIS HALLAM

NAME CHANGER
It was not quite the end for Marvelman,
however, although the name had to go.
Moore had joked about using the name
‘Miracleman’ in 1981 but now (after more
wrangling), Marvelman became
Miracleman as Eclipse Comics started to
reproduce the Warrior stories for the US
market in 1985. Alan Moore finished the
story off: it ended in late 1989, over eight
years after he had started it. Neil Gaiman
then continued writing the comic until
1994, just before Eclipse went bankrupt.
Comics giant Todd McFarlane
subsequently bought the character in 1996
and subsequently became involved in a
dispute with Dez Skinn, Alan Davis, Garry
Leach and even original creator Mick
Anglo himself over who owned the
character. Anglo died in 2011, aged 95.
By the time, Moore brought his version
of Miracleman to an end in the late 1980s,
the concept of grown-up superhero strips
had become almost commonplace. Pat
Mills wrote Marshal Law for Epic Comics,
the young John Smith had produced the
futuristic New Statesmen for Crisis. Then
there was 2000AD, home to Grant
Morrison’s pop star turned superhero,
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Captain Britain in Marvel Superheroes # 386, 387 & 388
Written by Alan Moore, Art by Alan Davis, Letters by Jenny O'Connor. Marvel UK (UK)
It was Dave Thorpe and Alan Davis who
brought back Captain Britain, in 1981's
Marvel Superheroes 377. And whilst their
work was exciting and interesting, the
series truly kicks things up to the highest
gear once Alan Moore takes over the
writing duties, on the final page of issue
386.
Thorpe and Davis had already introduced
the Mad Jim Jaspers as the leader of the
Crazy Gang, brought in Cap's sidekick
Jackdaw, and the idea that they were all in
an alternative universe Britain that needs an
evolutionary push forward from Saturnyne
on behalf of the Dimensional Development
Court. But, when Moore came in, on that
final page in 386, he completely changed
the direction of the strip, getting rid of
Thorpe's overtly political themes and
instead transforming the comic into a
nightmarish world of Jasper's imagination,
the Crooked World. In that moment,
Captain Britain stepped up and became
something great, arguably starting the story
that stands with the very best of superhero
epics.
Over the 11 pages of Captain Britain left
in Marvel Superheroes, Moore completely
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wipes the slate clean, brutally, shockingly,
brilliantly. We meet the Fury, the
unstoppable killing machine that exists just
to kill superheroes, still one of the scariest
baddies I’ve ever seen in comics. And then
there’s the other great supervillain, the
wonderfully insane Mad Jim Jaspers, with
his every-changing hats, the crooked man
with his crooked smile. Both characters
would go on to feature heavily through the
entire run of Moore and Davis’ Captain
Britain saga.
By the final couple of pages, Captain
Britain is beaten and broken, driven to
despair and hopelessness and fearing he’s
going to lose his mind on this alternate
world that isn’t his. It all ends with Captain
Britain crashing down into a graveyard on
the final page of the series, a shattered
Captain Britain screaming into the mist,
with the Fury appearing, death personified,
over the Captain’s shoulder. And then, the
death, so final, brutal... the Fury rendering
Captain Britain to nothing more than a rag,
a bone, a hank of hair.

'I'm the man with
the answers, Captain!
I'm the upside down
box at the bottom of
the page. I'm Mad
Jim Jaspers. I think
we've met.'

Fantastic Four Roast
Story and layout art by Fred Hembeck, Plot assist by Jim Shooter. Art by (deep breath…) Brent Eric Anderson, John Buscema, Sal Buscema, John
Byrne, Dave Cockrum, Denys B. Cowan, Gene Day, Kerry Gammill, Michael Golden, Bob Hall, Bob Layton, Steve Leialoha, Al Milgrom, Frank Miller,
Don Perlin, Keith Pollard, Marshall Rogers, John Romita Jr., Bill Sienkiewicz, Walter Simonson, Frank Springer, Mike Vosburg, Alan Lee Weiss, Ron
Wilson, Mike Zeck. Colours by Glynis Wein and Andy Yanchus, Letters by Joe Rosen.
Marvel Comics (USA).
Hembeck made his name doing gag
strips for the Comic Buyer's Guide where
he’d draw himself interviewing popular
comics characters. Instantly recognizable as
an artist, with those little curlicues in the
elbows and knees, Hembeck's talent for
caricature, awareness of how to deliver a
gag, and clever cartooning landed him
plenty of work at Marvel in the '80s
onwards, including this rather wonderfully
done Roast of the Fantastic Four with
Hembeck as the MC and pretty much

everyone working at Marvel contributing
to the art.
For those not aware, a Roast is a staple of
American entertainment, with a celebrity
guest of honour being playfully insulted by
a series of guests, usually comedians. If you
get chance, head to You Tube and search
for the classic Dean Martin celebrity Vegas
roasts - well worth a watch.
Here though, it's the FF getting roasted,
with the entire Marvel Universe (and pretty
much every artistic talent working there at

the time) on hand to witness the gags and
the insults, which come thick and fast, from
heroes and villains alike.
There's something approaching a plot
here as well, with a mystery man
attempting to sabotage things, but mostly
you're going to enjoy this for the gags. Sure,
some of them might fall a bit flat, but it's the
cumulative effect of the thing that makes it
just a bit of glorious fun.

Here though, it's the FF getting roasted, with the entire Marvel
Universe (and pretty much every artistic talent working there at the
time) on hand to witness the gags and the insults...
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DC Comics Presents #52 Ambush Bug

Groo The Wanderer

Written by Paul Kupperberg, Pencils by
Keith Giffen, Inks by Sal Trapani, Colours by
Gene D'Angelo, Letters by Ben Oda.
DC Comics (USA)

Plot and Art by Sergio Aragones,
Dialogue by Mark Evanier,
Letters by Stan Sakai.
Pacific Comics (USA)

A far cry from the grim and gritty heroes
that we'd be getting through the '80s,
Ambush Bug is a complete goofball, utterly
ridiculous, but damn funny. Keith Giffen,
usually with writer Robert Loren Fleming,
used Ambush Bug to lampoon and ridicule
the entire world of superheroes in a series of
absurd, satirical comics, all packed with injokes at the expense of comic fans and DC
Comics.
Yes, it says Superman and Doom Patrol on
the cover of this one, DC Comics Presents
being DC's ‘Superman teams up with...’ title
at the time. But make no mistake; this is all
about the supposed villain of the piece,
teleporting in and out to create his own
brand of Ambush Bug chaos.
Just as Keith Giffen says, it's essentially
Bugs Bunny as a bad guy, with plenty of the
wackiness that would go on to define
Ambush Bug. And although Kupperberg is
listed as the writer on the comic, he's gone on
to make it clear that Ambush Bug was all
Giffen's creation.

Originally created in the late '70s,
Aragones’ Groo The Wanderer didn't get
his first chaotic and ridiculous outing
until 1981 in a four-page story in
Destroyer Duck #1 (Eclipse Comics). But
we didn't really get the whole
wonderfully stupid experience until this,
the first Groo series at Pacific - maybe not
quite so bumbling as he'd become, but
still issue after issue of wonderful Groo
gags and cleverly done comedy that we'd
come to love in his long-running hilarious
adventures at Epic Comics, Image
Comics and Dark Horse.
Full of frays, cheese dip, erring aplenty, Groo's life as a wandering warrior
is just one disaster after another, often
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with our blundering hero completely
unaware of the chaos he's causing right up
to the very end of the tale – frequently
with Groo being chased from whatever
town or village he was attempting to help
by a screaming horde of those who've
experienced the full incompetence of
Groo first hand.
And of course, all through, we have the
incredible cartooning of Aragones. Superdense, every panel and page packed with
characters, a masterpiece of visual gags,
exquisite body language, fabulous faces as
we career through each botched
adventure. That Groo has been
consistently excellent for so many years is
testament to the genius of Aragones.

Full of frays, cheese dip, erring
a-plenty, Groo's life as a wandering
warrior is just one disaster after
another...

I Saw It (Ore wa Mita):
The Atomic Bombing of Hiroshima:
A Survivor's True Story.
By Keiji Nakazawa
Originally serialised in Shonen Jump,
Shueisha (Japan)
I Saw It was a hugely important Manga, a
survivor's tale from one of the darkest of days
in WWII, the atomic bombing of Hiroshima
on 6 August 1945. It’s also both the precursor
to and considerably better than, Nakazawa’s
Barefoot Gen.
At just 48-pages long, I Saw It is supercompressed yet still so powerful, detailing
Nakazawa's life before and after the bombing
of the city he lived in. The straightforward
artwork shows us the everyday moments
transformed into horror in the aftermath,
made all the more terrible with Nakazawa's
eye-witness reportage and matter of fact way
of dealing with the tragedy, as children often
do.
It was the success of Ore Wa Mita that led
to encouragment for Nakazawa to write a
longer serialised work dealing with his life and
the impact of Hiroshima, a work that, vastly
expanded, would eventually fill the four
volumes of the semi-autobiographical
Barefoot Gen. Yet, where I Saw It is tight,
concise, brutal, Barefoot Gen seems overextended, the slow pace dragging frequently.
Here is where Nakazawa got it right the first
time.

Judge Dredd: The Apocalypse War
(2000 AD Progs 245-267, 269-270)
Written by John Wagner and Alan Grant, Art by Carlos Ezquerra,
Colours by Charlie Kirchoff, Letters by Tom Frame and Steve Potter.
2000 AD (UK)
The Apocalypse War is still one of the hardest hitting and thrill-powered Judge
Dredd epics. Coming straight after the madness of Block Mania, Dredd knows
that the Sovs were behind the plot to destabilise Mega-City One and are now
gearing up for nuclear devastation and invasion. It’s all-out war, with the nukes
raining from the skies above Mega-City One, with Dredd and the Justice
Department powerless to stop it.
When The Apocalypse War kicks off, with Carlos Ezquerra's art so brutal and
brilliant, it’s everything you want it to be – absolutely breakneck-paced,
beautifully drawn, and chillingly brutal in the manner in which Wagner and Grant
depict this mass-murder of millions.
It's a full-blown old fashioned war story, packed with real wow moments - the
launching of the nukes, the devastation caused, the Sov’s plan to escape certain
destruction through their new tech, and the realisation that the nuclear strikes
were just the beginning and that MC-1 is about to be invaded. It all unstoppable
thrills for sure, but the sheer unrelenting nature, the brutality, the absolute
destruction, the millions of deaths, it has a shock element to it that still works
today, all these years later. This is still one of the biggest and best Dredd epics, the
one that set the tone for much that would follow, Wagner and Grant deliberately
heaping chaos and destruction on both sides and, just as deliberately, making it
quite clear that Dredd has far more in common with the Sovs and their brutal,
callous disregard for their citizenry than he has for those poor bastards who live in
the city whose streets he patrols.

'Half MY city is burnt to ash by East-Meg
missiles... and you're begging me for mercy?
Request denied.'
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Marvel Super Hero Contest Of Champions
Story by Mark Gruenwald, Bill Mantlo, Steven Grant, Script by Bill Mantlo,
Pencils by John Romita Jr. and Bob Layton, Inks by Palo Marcos and Bob Layton,
Colours by Patricia DeFalco, Andy Yanchus, Michele Wolfman, Christie Scheele,
Don Warfield, and Carl Gafford, Letters by Joe Rosen
Marvel Comics (UK)
Marvel's very first limited series and
its first big event title, setting the
course for the future of Marvel and
DC comics, where the big annual
event is everything – but often isn’t
that big or that much of an event.
But, in a year where we had the
likes of Moore and Miller redefining
what superhero comics could be, this
is back to the old ways, get a load of
heroes together, split them into
teams, and have them hit each other a
lot. Bizarrely, it was meant to be a tiein to the 1980 Olympics but, when the
US pulled out, there was a heavy bit of
reworking the near completed comic.
It's everything but subtle, the basic
idea of the cosmic Grandmaster (all
serious and pompous, none of the
laughs Jeff Goldblum brought to the
character in Thor: Ragnarok) making
a wager with Death for the life of the
Collector to assemble to the Golden
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Globe of Life. So, we get Captain
America, Wolverine, Captain Britain,
She-Hulk, Iron Man, Storm, and
more, complete with a smattering of
lesser-known heroes just to give it a
semblance of international
representation - Darkstar, Arabian
Knight, Sabra, Sunfire - plus another
six newly-created (and rarely heard
from since) heroes from around the
world. They're split into two teams,
told the fate of Earth rests on them,
and then have at it for three issues.
If you're looking for subtlety,
characterisation, and the sort of
innovative storytelling that marked
out the best of the '80s superhero
tales... this may not be for you. But
having said that, it is a remarkably
pure and simple thing, old-skool
comics, and you can't knock that art
from Romita Jr. and Layton.

Uncanny X-Men – The Brood Saga
Written by Chris Claremont, Pencils by Dave Cockrum,
Inks by Bob Wiacek, Colours by Glynis Wein,
Letters by Tom Orzechowski. Marvel Comics (US)
When the Claremont and John Byrne partnership on
the X-Men finished with issue #143 in 1981, there was
the question of whether Claremont could keep the
comic as Marvel’s flagship title. Well, Claremont
answered that, definitively, with first Dave Cockrum
(#144-164) and then Paul Smith (#165-175) plus a few
very talented fill-in artists including Brent Anderson
and Bob Mcleod, this was a period of the X-Men that
thrilled just as much as the classic Claremont and Byrne
run.
1982 opened with a wonderful bit of whimsy with
issue #153 and Kitty's Fairy Tale, but would soon head
off into space, with the seeds of the nightmarish Brood
saga being planted throughout early 1982 issues with
the Starjammers, the Shi'ar Imperial Guard, and
Deathbird all drawing the X-Men slowly, engrossingly,
towards the terrors to come.
It all really kicks off in issue #162, with the X-Men
(Cyclops, Storm, Wolverine, Kitty Pryde, Nightcrawler,
and Colossus), plus a post-Ms Marvel Carol Danvers
being captured and handed over to the Brood, who
infect each of them with a Brood Egg, growing inside
their host until they devour the body and transform it
into Brood. Although Wolverine escapes and defeats
the alien parasite inside him, thanks to his healing
factor, he still knows his teammates will not be so lucky.
Yes, it's Alien, of course it is. But that's just the
springboard for Claremont to deliver something
incredibly low-key and dark, a genuine creeping horror
full of sense of hopelessness. There's plenty of action,
this is after all an X-Men comic, but that doesn't stop
Claremont infusing it all with that sense of time running
out, desperation, and paranoia, resulting in something
very special indeed.

Uncanny X-Men and The New Teen
Titans

Warrior

Written by Chris Claremont,
Pencils by Walter Simonson, Inks by Terry Austin,
Colours by Glynis Wein,
Letters by Tom Orzechowski
Marvel Comics & DC Comics (USA)

Anthology - edited by Dez Skin
Quality Communications (UK)

We'd seen Marvel and DC crossovers before Superman/Spider-Man, Batman/Hulk, but this was
something very big, a real event, the first meeting
between the two biggest and most popular teams of the
time... Chris Claremont's X-Men and Marv Wolfman and
George Perez's New Teen Titans.
Featuring the two biggest villains either company
could throw at the comic, Darkseid and a freshly
resurrected Dark Phoenix, as well as the relatively new
character of Deathstroke, X-Men & Teen Titans just
works perfectly. It’s so much more than just getting the
teams together, have them fight, join up, go after the bad
guy, as so many of these sorts of things are (yes, Contest
of Champions, I’m looking at you.) No, X-Men Teen
Titans did the team-up right, giving us the thrills of
seeing the two teams mix and yet managing to give the
whole thing this epic sense of import - this was truly
cosmic stuff.
Surprisingly, for a crossover Marvel and DC book, this
is very much a Marvel creative team – most likely down
to the fact that there was an intended X-Men/Teen
Titans #2 planned for 1983 by Wolfman and Perez. Sadly,
this just never happened thanks to some daft intercompany fall-out or other. But, despite a Marvel creative
team, the story still manages to juggle the huge cast list,
with all the Marvel and the DC characters getting a fair
shake, thanks no doubt to Claremont’s skill at handling
both a large cast and a big event at the same time. And
then there’s Simonson’s fantastic artwork, delivering the
huge cosmic moments, up there with Kirby at times,
playing with all those New Gods characters and concepts
– never better than that moment Simonson visualises
Kirby’s Source Wall for the first time.

In the pages of Warrior, over the course of its 26 issues, we'd discover a
whole new set of comics, made by an incredibly talented group of writers
and artists, all put into place by Dez Skinn, who'd already done plenty of
great things at Marvel UK in the '70s. It really was one of the most important
comics of the '80s.
It introduced readers to Alan Moore and David Lloyd's tale of a Britain
under fascist rule and the one man who was determined to bring the
country to its knees, the anarchist revolutionary, V, in V For Vendetta. And
then there was Marvelman, bringing back Mick Anglo's hero from the '50s
and '60s, Alan Moore and Garry Leach, later Alan Davis, giving us one of the
first deconstructionist superhero tales.
And although those two Moore co-creations dominate memories of
Warrior, there were plenty of other great comics in Warrior over the years.
Another Moore strip, this time with Steve Parkhouse, The Bojeffries Saga,
was a magnificently funny and continually inventive tale of an Addams
Family-esque group of weirdos. Laser Eraser and Pressbutton by Pedro
Henry (Steve Moore) and young Steve Dillon brought back the Pressbutton
character, a murderous cyborg with a vicious blade as a left arm and an
orgasmic pleasure inducing button whose body had been devoured by a
carnivorous fungus. They paired him with a new female character, Mysta
Mystralis, the 'Laser Eraser' for a series of wonderfully over the top stories.
Similarly, you had the ridiculous supporting character Zirk, a sweaty, sleazy
thing who'd appear in various issues either in Laser Eraser and Pressbutton
or on his own, drawn by Brian Bolland and Garry Leach.
Other titles and creators involved included Paul Neary's Madman, Steve
Parkhouse's The Spiral Path, Steve Moore and John Bolton's Legend of
Prester John, Steve Moore and John Bolton's Father Shandor.
Various issues over ownership, money, creative disputes and the like
meant the first half of Warrior was far stronger than the second, but even
then we had the likes of Will Simpson, Carl Critchlow, Cam Kennedy, Jim
Baikie, and even a young Grant Morrison working with John Ridgway on
The Liberators. And although it did rather limp away at the end, it was a
radical experiment in creativity that remains a high-water mark of '80s
comics.
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COMIC FACTS
Apocalypse War
launches in 2000AD

New Eagle
launched in UK

Launch of Marvelman
and V For Vendetta

Camelot
3000 is fi
rst
maxi-ser
ies
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Trigan
s
Empire end
nd
w ith L ook a
Learn Issue
1042

French comic magazine
Psiko[at is published

1982

interesting facts
about the comics and
characters of 1982

Harvey Comics
ceases publishing

Harold Foster, artist
on Prince Valiant and
Tarzan, dies at 89

Clare Bretécher first woman
to win the Grand Prix de la
ville s’Angouleme

Wolverine by
Chris Claremont and
Frank Miller 4 issue
mini series begins
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